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Abstract

This deliverable presents the results of applying the integrated VIS-SENSE framework
to various security data sets comprising several months of accumulated data. The goal
is to evaluate the usability of the framework and its capabilities to identify, represent
and explain various Internet threat phenomena, in which different security events have
been clustered and attributed to a common root cause.

To this aim, different security analyses are presented in this deliverable in order to
highlight as much as possible the extensive set of visual analytics capabilities of our
framework, namely:

• Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

• Visual Analysis of Scammers Operations

• Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked Networks

These very diverse applications are different instantiations of the first VIS-SENSE
scenario as defined previously in D1.2 (threat landscape visualization), by which the
users of the target groups of the project aim to get insights into various threat ecosystems
using visual analytics tools.



1 Introduction

Security intelligence is the process of collecting information and applying the knowl-
edge, expertise and skills of security analysts to derive business value. The objective
of this application scenario consists in monitoring both known and unknown threats
by performing security investigation and root cause analysis through mining very large
security data sets.

Security companies have recently realized the business value that the analysis and
visualization of massive amounts of data can bring thanks to an improved understanding
of Internet attacks.

The central idea behind the application of the VIS-SENSE framework is thus to help
security analysts understand the common root causes of attack phenomena observed in
the Internet thanks to effective visual analytics tools. Analysts must be able to quickly
attribute or classify any given set of attacks to the phenomenon that has likely generated
them, and represent them graphically through aggregate summaries highlighting, in a
visual and meaningful way, the modus operandi of the cybercriminals behind those
attacks (i.e., a task that is typically referred to as strategic analysis).

Ideally, analysts should be warned as soon as possible of any significant deviation ob-
served in those cybercriminal behaviours. The visual analytics system should thus high-
light the occurrence of a new phenomenon, or any significant changes in the behavior of
malicious actors identified by the automated attack attribution methods (a task typically
referred to as tactical analysis). Whenever possible, it should be possible to bridge the
gap between the strategic and tactical analyses, e.g., by leveraging behavioural models
obtained from the strategic analysis component to correlate this high-level information
about attackers behaviour with low-level intrusion or attack information collected on
other networks, and vice versa.

As we will demonstrate in this document, the R&D efforts carried out by VIS-SENSE
partners have led to the development of very effective visual analytics tools that can
be used to perform intelligence analyses on security datasets, and quickly generate new
insights. In fact, this deliverable presents the results of applying an integrated Web
version of the VIS-SENSE framework to various security data sets comprising several
months of accumulated data. Our goal was to evaluate the usability of the framework
and its capabilities to identify, represent and explain various Internet threat phenomena,
in which different security events are clustered and attributed to a common root cause.
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More specifically, different applications of the framework are presented in this docu-
ment:

• Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

• Visual Analysis of Scammers Operations

• Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked Networks

These applications represent different instantiations of the first VIS-SENSE scenario
that has been defined previously in D1.2. They are all related to security intelligence)
use cases, by which users of the target groups identified in the project aim to get insights
into various threat ecosystems.

The first application was formulated in the beginning of the project and described
quite extensively as part of the VIS-SENSE use cases (see D1.2). Therefore, we use this
previously-known application as baseline to evaluate the usability of the visualization
tools developed in the project as well as their effectiveness. We achieve this by com-
paring the new results obtained with the VIS-SENSE framework, to the ones obtained
previously without the framework (which were often published in previous papers).

To illustrate the broad applicability of the VIS-SENSE tools, another application was
performed on a completely new and unknown dataset (made of scam emails) that was
not initially integrated in our data collection infrastructure. This analysis was done in
collaboration with a group of researchers external to the project. The insights generated
by this analysis have been published in a joint paper and presented at the International
Workshop on Cyber Crime (IWCC’13) – an IEEE Security & Privacy workshop [12].

Finally, the last application demonstrates the cross-domain correlation capabilities of
the VIS-SENSE framework by performing visual analytics on spam sent from hijacked
networks, as detected by our BGP analysis tools. This last analysis fulfils a key require-
ment of this project by establishing an explicit link between the two Internet planes: (i)
the control plane (BGP infrastructure), and (ii) the data plane, i.e. in this case spam-
mers activities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analysis of this kind that
brings such clear evidence of correlation between these two aspects, but also highlights
the modus operandi of so-called fly-by spammers that were until now only hypothetically
described by previous research.

For every application, we try to emphasize the various capabilities and the novel
aspects of the developed tools. We also evaluate to what extent they fulfil the user re-
quirements laid out in the beginning of the project. Note that a more detailed evaluation
is performed in D6.3 (VIS-SENSE Framework Evaluation).

FP7-ICT-257495-VIS-SENSE 7



1 Introduction

1.1 The TRIAGE Web framework

Recall that visual analytics tools aim at integrating and establishing synergies between
two main components: data mining algorithms and effective visualizations.

For this scenario, we have leveraged the triage data mining software framework,
which was initially developed (in the wombat project) to address a well-known security
problem that is often referred to as attack attribution, or how to attribute (potentially)
different attacks to a common root cause, based on the combination of all available
evidence. Note that, by root cause, we do not refer to the identification of a given
machine that has launched one specific, isolated attack (i.e., IP traceback), but instead,
we are more interested in having a better idea of the various individuals, groups or
communities (of machines) that are responsible for large-scale attack phenomena. Also,
as noted in previous work done by the WOMBAT consortium, the ultimate goal of
doing intelligence analysis is not per se to offer names of individuals to law enforcement
agencies. The goal is, instead, to provide models of the acting entities that we are
facing. However, through generalization, these models can help in understanding the
threats that every person or organization who connects to the Internet currently faces.

For the sake of clarity, and to make this deliverable as self-contained as possible,
we briefly recall the main concepts of triage. This data mining framework combines
clustering techniques with a data fusion process that is based on multi-criteria decision
analysis (MCDA) algorithms [18]. Thanks to this, virtually any type of security events
can be automatically grouped together based upon a number of common elements (also
called features), hence generating clusters of events that are likely due to the same root
cause. As a result, triage can identify and generate two types of Clusters:

• 1D Clusters: these are simple data structures that are grouping events that are
considered to be similar with respect to a given feature (or attribute), eventually
across multiple analysis jobs (incremental analysis)

• Multi-Dimensional Clusters (or in MDC’s in short), which are generated across
all dimensions and are thus grouping events that share more than one similar
attribute (according to the data fusion model defined by the analyst)

Furthermore, to address the inherent scalability issue of pairwise clustering approaches,
a prototype extraction algorithm was designed and implemented as preprocessing step
in order to automatically compress the raw data set before clustering the data objects,
such that the triage algorithm could be applied to larger data sets (typically, 1 or 2
orders of magnitude larger). We have observed experimentally that we obtain usually
a good compression ratio of the data set using this prototype extraction algorithm. In

8 SEVENTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME



1.1 The TRIAGE Web framework

most cases, the size of the resulting set of prototypes is only 1-10% of the original dataset
size (depending on the type of data and the algorithm parameters), which means that
medium-sized datasets (about 100,000 objects) may be processed in a reasonable time
and in a single batch processing job.

Figure 1.1: The Dataset page of the triageweb interface, displaying details on the
datasets available for analysis.

As demonstrated later in this document, this hierarchical data model (Prototypes -
Clusters - MDClusters) can also be beneficial to interactive data visualization, as it
provides a coarse clustering layer at the highest level (using data objects like Clusters
and Prototypes, whose patterns are associated with aggregate data to be visualized but
also less expensive queries). However, more details can still be provided on demand if
the user wants to inspect results at the lowest level (data set entities).

We refer the interested reader to previous deliverables (in particular D3.3, D1.2) for
a more extensive description of the triage workflow as well as the various algorithms
upon which it is built.

The R&D efforts carried out by VIS-SENSE partners have thus led to the development

FP7-ICT-257495-VIS-SENSE 9



1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: The Analysis page of the triageweb interface, displaying details on a spe-
cific analysis (in this case, a scam emails analysis).

of an integrated Web user interface that incorporates several visualization components
developed by the partners and integrate them into a Web application framework called
triageweb. This was made possible thanks to the modular architecture of the vis-
sense framework. Figure 1.1 and 1.2 display some screenshots of the triageweb user
interface, showing details on the Dataset page (main starting page showing the available
datasets and displaying events details via a dynamic table), and the triage Analysis
page respectively (showing the overview of analysis results). More explanation on what
is being displayed in these screens will be given later in the application Chapters, in
which we will demonstrate the capabilities and utility of triageweb through different
analyses of security datasets.

Note that a short demonstration video is available on Youtube at: http://youtu.be/
gnAciFR9ANI.

10 SEVENTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME
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1.2 High-Level requirements

1.2 High-Level requirements

In D1.2 (Use Case Analysis and User Scenarios), some high-level requirements were
defined for the security intelligence scenario according to three different categories, which
can be summarized as follows:

• Network analytics:

– support for the definition of MCDA and clustering algorithms

– interactive visual analysis techniques to help the decision maker define or tune
MCDA and clustering parameters

– improved scalability of the framework

– incremental analysis to highlight the occurrence of new phenomena

– support for the detection of significant changes in the modus operandi of
malicious actors

• Visualization:

– advanced interactive visualizations for graph-based representations (e.g., abil-
ity to select, zoom, or move around nodes and edges)

– visual feature selection

– analysis of feature interdependencies (for better understanding of events cor-
relations within the same MDC)

– suitability to represent very large and complex networks (scalability)

– visual exploration at varying levels of detail

– understanding of complex feature relationships and facilitating the interpre-
tation of the results (interactivity & sense-making)

• System integration:

– integration of remote API’s (e.g., REST, WAPI, etc)

– provide interfaces for the tight coupling of modules available on the same
hardware (to improve system responsiveness)

These high-level requirements will be considered in every application (whenever pos-
sible), together with usability aspects and the evaluation of the quality of the insights
generated by the framework1.

1Note that a more detailed evaluation of the vis-sense framework in light of the design requirements
set during the project is provided in D6.3 (Framework evaluation)

FP7-ICT-257495-VIS-SENSE 11



2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

In this Chapter, we demonstrate how triageweb is used to visually analyse a type of
threat that has started to emerge in the last years, namely rogue securitysoftware. This
type of misleading application is distributed through large-scale web-hosted campaigns.
A rogue AV software pretends to be legitimate security software, such as an antivirus
scanner, but in reality, these programs provide little or no protection and, in fact, may
actually install the very malicious code it purports to protect against.

In the following Sections, we describe how we leveraged our triageweb framework
(and the underlying triage multi-criteria clustering technology) to analyze the rogue
campaigns through which this type of malware is distributed, i.e., what are the tech-
niques, server infrastructure and coordinated efforts employed by cyber-criminals to
spread their rogue software. Actually we revisit the experimental results obtained pre-
viously by some of the partners and published in the Symantec Internet Security Threat
Report in 2009 (special edition Symantec Report on Rogue Security Software [17]) and
in a previous international academic publication [10].

In a nutshell, we demonstrate how the vis-sense visual analytics tools integrated in
triageweb can deliver visual insights into different networks of rogue domains that are
likely linked to the same campaign, helping analysts understand the modus operandi of
the criminal organizations behind them in a reduced time and with much less efforts
than previously.

2.1 Introduction

A rogue security software program is a type of misleading application that pretends
to be a legitimate security software, such as an anti-virus scanner, but which actually
provides the user with little or no protection. In some cases, rogue security software (in
the following, more compactly written rogue AV ) actually facilitates the installation of
the very malicious code that it purports to protect against [17].

Rogue AV makes its way on victim machines in two prevalent ways. First, social engi-
neering techniques, such as Web banner advertisements, pop-up windows and attractive
messages on blogs or sent via spams, can be used to convince unexperienced users that
a rogue tool is free and legitimate and that its use is necessary to remediate often non-
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2.2 Description of the Data Set

existent threats found on the victim’s computer (hence, the other name scareware given
to those programs). A second, more stealthy technique consists in attracting victims
to malicious web sites that exploit vulnerabilities in the client software (typically, the
browser or one of its plugins) to download and install the rogue programs, sometimes
without any user intervention (i.e., via drive-by downloads).

Despite its reliance on relatively unsophisticated techniques, rogue AV has emerged
as a major security threat, in terms of the size of the affected population (Symantec’s
sensors alone reported 43 million installation attempts over a one-year monitoring period,
the number of different variants unleashed in-the-wild (over 250 distinct families of rogue
tools have been detected by Symantec, and the volume of profits generated by cyber-
crooks, as reported in a white paper published by Symantec in [17]

The prevalence and effectiveness of this threat has thus spurred considerable research
in the security community. It can be reasonably assumed that malware code, the infras-
tructure used to distribute it, and the victims that encounter it do not exist in isolation,
but are different aspects of the coordinated effort made by cyber-criminals to spread or
distribute rogue AV. We will refer to such a coordinated activity as a rogue AV campaign,
which is very likely managed by the same group of people, who are reusing, at various
stages of the campaign, the same techniques, strategies, and tools (for obvious reasons
of development cost).

The purpose of the analysis scenario presented in this Chapter is to identify any
emerging patterns in the way rogue domains are created, grouped, and interconnected
with each other, based upon common elements (e.g., rogue AV-hosting sites, DNS servers,
domain registration), and for these reasons, are very likely associated to the same rogue
AV campaign.

2.2 Description of the Data Set

This analysis of the rogue AV threat has been performed by leveraging harmur, a
Historical ARchive of Malicious URLs, which was introduced in D2.2 (Data collection
infrastructure). HARMUR [13] builds upon two types of information feeds: URL feeds
that provide lists of fresh URLs likely to be of interest, and analysis feeds that build a
wide range of contextual information around each URL introduced in the system by the
URL feeds. To make our evaluation easier, we decided to reuse the very same dataset
as the one used in previous publications such as in [10, 17], so that we could use our
previous results as a baseline to evaluate the new results obtained with triageweb.

harmur (and the associated WAPI-enabled interface) has been described extensively
in other deliverables (mainly in D2.2 and D1.2). To make this deliverable as self-

FP7-ICT-257495-VIS-SENSE 13



2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

contained as possible, we give a very short summary of the dataset in this section.
We invite the reader who is familiar with this dataset to skip this section and go directly
to the analysis results.

harmur is a repository of information on the characteristics and the dynamics associ-
ated to web-related threats. harmur collects information on domains that are believed
to be suspicious or malicious through a variety of security data sources. For each suspi-
cious domain, harmur tries to look at the characteristics of the hosting infrastructure
(web servers, DNS information, geographical location of the servers and hosting Au-
tonomous System), at the domain registration information (WHOIS data) and at the
security information (retrieved from Norton Safeweb and Google SafeBrowsing).

The harmur data set we have considered for this analysis was collected over a period
of approximately two months, in July and August 2009. The rogue AV-hosting servers
were identified through a variety of means, including automated and manual feeds.

To build our experimental data set, we have considered 5,852 DNS entries pointing
to 3,581 distinct IP addresses of web servers that were possibly hosting rogue security
software. After analysis, the 3,581 Web servers have been broken down into the following
categories:

• 2,227 Web servers (as identified by their unique IP addresses) were hosting domains
serving only rogue security software,

• 118 servers hosted rogue security software along with domains that served malicious
code,

• the remaining IP addresses served malicious code along with innocuous domains.

From this dataset, a number of domain features that were considered to be relevant for
analyzing rogue AV campaigns have then been extracted and uploaded to triageweb
by using the WAPI communication interface (see also Table 2.1 for an overview of these
domain features):

• domain: the DNS name associated to the website URL on which the distribution
of a rogue AV software has been detected (e.g., windowsantivirus2008.com);

• server ip: the IP address(es) of the web server(s) hosting a given rogue domain.
Since multiple IP addresses may point to the very same domain, the corresponding
feature vector is a set of server IP addresses;

• class c: the Class C-subnet(s) of the web server(s) hosting a given rogue domain.
The corresponding feature vector is thus a set of Class C-subnets;

14 SEVENTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME



2.2 Description of the Data Set

• class b: the Class B-subnet(s) of the web server(s) hosting a given rogue domain.
The corresponding feature vector is thus a set of Class B-subnets;

• ns: the IP address(es) of the authoritative nameserver(s) for a given rogue domain.
The corresponding feature vector is thus a set of nameserver IP addresses;

• whois reg : refers to the name or email address of the registrant (as given in the
Whois registration data);

• whois rar : refers to the name of the Registrar (as given in the Whois regaistration
data);

• geo: refers to the geolocation of the web server hosting a given domain (as obtained
through IP-to-geolocation databases);

• day : refers to the creation date of the domain, as given in the Whois registration
data.

Figure 2.1 displays a screen shot of the rogue AV dataset as it appears in the triageweb
interface, which provides a convenient data table that enables the user to:

• browse the data via page navigation;

• sort the data on any field being displayed in the table;

• perform quick search queries on specific patterns (e.g., a given registrant email
address, as illustrated in Figure 2.1);

• enable or hide specific data fields via the checkboxes in the left margin, which adds
or removes columns and updates the data table on-the-fly (dynamic field selection)

As shown in Figure 2.2, simple statistics can be obtained for each dataset feature,
such as the max and min values, the cardinality (number of unique values) and data
type (e.g., list, unicode, string, integer, IP address, etc).

The Advanced Search of the Events data table filter allows the user to perform a search
in the data set based on a combination of different criteria (on multiple fields). Wildcard
characters (% ) enable the analyst to search for partial matches in string attributes.

Finally, the activation of the mdc checkbox (in the left margin) will add one more
column within the data table to display the identifier of the MDCluster in which an
entity (i.e., a rogue domain in this case) has been attributed as a result of the triage
clustering analysis. This enables the analyst to quickly search and find any campaign
that was possibly associated to a given threat.

FP7-ICT-257495-VIS-SENSE 15



2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

Figure 2.1: Dataset page displaying details on the Rogue AV dataset through a flexible
data table (which provides sorting, page navigation and search capabilities),
as well as dynamic field selection and hiding (left margin of the table).

Figure 2.2: Pop-up showing global statistics on the Rogue AV dataset.

In the table on top of the Dataset page, the user may then select a specific analysis
performed on a dataset and click on check details to navigate to the page displaying
the analysis results.

16 SEVENTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME
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2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

2.3 Overview of Analysis Results

Figure 2.3 shows a screenshot of the main Analysis page, which enables the user to
perform a quick assessment of the clustering results for a given dataset. This page
contains three main panels:

• Panel 1: gives some general details on the analysis, such as the total number of
Clusters and MDCs, the number of features used for the analysis, some details
on the data slices (used for larger data sets that need to be processed in several
batches), and finally the first seen, last seen timestamps and total number of
events that have already been processed.

• Panel 2: visual overview of MDClusters compactness, size, and patterns preview

• Panel 3: visual overview of 1D Clusters compactness, size, and patterns preview

The bar chart in Panel 2 is showing the overall MDC compactness, broken down by
feature) for the top 10 MDCs (which can be adjusted to display more data). As we
will describe in more details in Section 2.5, this enables the analyst to perform a quick
evaluation of MCDA data fusion results, and identify for each MDC what set of features
is mainly responsible the MDC formation. In this analysis, we can also see from this
chart that 6 different features have been included in the clustering algorithm: server ip,
class c, class b, domain, ns, whois reg.

However, before going into the details of these MDClusters, we will first turn our
attention to the analysis of the 1D Clusters, i.e., Clusters of events that share only one
particular feature.
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2.3 Overview of Analysis Results

Figure 2.3: Analysis page displaying details on the Rogue AV analysis results: analysis
summary (Panel 1), MDClusters (panel 2) and 1D Clusters visual overview
(Panel 3).
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2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

2.4 Analysis of 1D Clusters

In the lower part of the Analysis page (Panel 3 in Figure 2.3), the analyst can browse the
one-dimensional Clusters that have been identified as a result of step 2 in the triage
processing chain. Note that by default, a similarity metric along with an appropriate
threshold will be automatically defined for every feature depending on the data type,
unless this choice is overridden by the user. Some examples of default similarity measures
implemented in triageweb are given in Table 2.2. Quite obviously, the user may always
override these default clustering parameters if needed. Figure 2.4 illustrates the typical
dialog window in triageweb for displaying to the user clustering parameters for a
specific feature.

Figure 2.4: Clustering parameters for feature whois reg.

As shown in Figure 2.5, the bar charts represent the Compactness (or Cp for short),
which represents in fact the homogeneity of the data Clusters, as well as their total
Size. This enables the user to do a quick visual assessment of clustering results. As
illustration, Figure 2.5 shows the Cp and Size of domain (left) and server ip Clusters
(right). When the user points the mouse over one of the bar in the chart, a preview of
the patterns of the associated Cluster is being displayed in a tooltip, along with a link
to a page that contains the Cluster details.

These visual charts have enabled us to assess clustering results and to compare the
results obtained with triageweb to our previous results obtained in other analyses [].
We observe that the number of Clusters, their Cp and average size are very close to the
ones obtained before. However, the triageweb interface now makes it much easier to
analyze results and allows us to get insights much faster then before into this particular
security dataset.

Next to the visual charts, the user interface provides also a dynamic Clusters table,
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2.4 Analysis of 1D Clusters

Table 2.2: Default similarity metrics used in triageweb.

Data type Default Description
similarity metric

list/set sim tanimoto based on Jaccard index
string/unicode sim levenshtein normalized edit distance

binary/categorical sim generic binary comparison (1 or 0)
IP address sim IP normalized diff. between two IP’s

(in decimal format)
email sim Ngram N-gram similarity
date sim date normalized diff. between 2 dates

datetime sim datetime normalized diff. between 2 timestamps
distribution sim jsdiv normalized similarity based on

Jensen-Shannon divergence
dictionary sim dict average Jaccard index
fuzzy hash sim ssdeep based on ssdeep algorithm

2D coordinates sim coords normalized Euclidean distance

in which every row displays details of a given 1D Cluster, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Again, the table provides dynamic functionalities such as sorting, page navigation and
searching for specific patterns. Two different drop-down lists enable the user to select
a particular dataset feature (or attribute) to quickly switch to another set of Clusters
(e.g., switching from server ip Clusters to domain Clusters). This enables the user to
change perspective very easily and focus on particular groups of Events. The last column
(named “pattern”) will be updated automatically to give a preview of Clusters patterns
regarding the selected feature. When a value is entered in the search filter, the entered
pattern will then automatically be applied to the selected feature.

The user may want to dive into the details of a specific Cluster starting from either the
Clusters visual charts or from the dynamic Clusters table, using the hyperlinks provided
in each perspective. Figure 2.7 shows an example of page displaying the details a domain
Cluster, which is automatically built when the user clicks on the associated Cluster
identifier. In this Figure, the left frame displays some general details of the Cluster (e.g.,
number of prototypes, total number of events, first seen and last seen timestamps,
etc). In the right frame, a dynamic plotting tool enables the user to inspect the patterns
of the Cluster. By default, the analysis feature associated to that Cluster will be selected
and displayed in the chart. In the Cluster example of Figure 2.7, we observe that many
rogue domains grouped in this Cluster have in common the same naming convention
regarding the Whois registrant name: [a-z]*@whoisprivacyprotect.com.
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2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

(a) domain Clusters. (b) server ip Clusters.

Figure 2.5: Rogue AV analysis: Bar charts showing Clusters Compactness and Size,
enabling quick assessment of clustering results.

However, the analyst may change this view in order to analyse the distribution of
Cluster events with respect to another feature. Actually, every feature can be seen as a
viewpoint giving a certain perspective on a particular group of Events, which in turn can
reveal interesting insights regarding the modus operandi of the miscreants or attackers.
For example, we can look at the same whois reg Cluster through the server ip dimension
in order to find out which server IP addresses were apparently associated to the rogue
domains registered by these POC email addresses having apparently a similar naming
scheme. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8 where we can observe the result of grouping
the rogue domains of this particular whois reg Cluster by server IP address. Three main
server IP’s (belonging to the same Class B-network) were apparently hosting the rogue
domains associated to these registrants. By repeating this process for other Clusters,
the analyst may quickly gain interesting insights into the dataset by simply inspecting
various subsets of dataset entities across different dimensions.

Note also that the Cluster dynamic plotting tool provides some other controls to deal
with possible scalability issues, such as:

• a slider for adjusting the percentile threshold on-the-fly, which enables the user to
focus either on the top values of the distribution, or to look at the less frequent
values as well (distribution tail)

• a selector for the granularity level, by which the user may choose between the
prototype or event level of detail (where the prototype level may be more useful for
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2.4 Analysis of 1D Clusters

Figure 2.6: Dynamic data table showing Clusters overview

larger Clusters)

• a selector for choosing the data slice (when applicable), as Clusters may span across
multiple data slices (for larger datasets)

• a selector for choosing to look at cumulative patterns when the Cluster is spread
over multiple slices

These controls, combined with the underlying triage data model, ensure a good
responsiveness of the user interface as well as effective analysis capabilities even when
dealing with large data sets, as the user may then focus on the important patterns first
and ask for more details only when this is needed.

In conclusion, we observe that this Cluster analysis of the rogue AV dataset made
through triageweb has provided interesting results that are consistent with previous
analyses of the same dataset [10, 17]. The key advantage of doing this cluster analysis
using triageweb is obviously the significant gain in time and efforts required to obtain
the same insights. As demonstrated in the next Section, the rich and informative MDC
visualizations integrated in triageweb provide even more insights for the analyst, also
in much less time than with previous analyses.
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2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

Figure 2.7: Cluster page showing the details of a specific whois reg Cluster.

Figure 2.8: Cross-feature pattern analysis of the whois reg Cluster of Fig. 2.7, viewed
here wrt server ip.
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2.4 Analysis of 1D Clusters

Figure 2.9: Adjustment of the percentile threshold for more fine-grained pattern analysis.
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2.5 Multi-Criteria Analysis Results

We have seen in previous Section that 1D Clusters of rogue domains may provide inter-
esting patterns and reveal how these rogue websites are created and managed. In fact,
each feature can be seen as a viewpoint giving a certain perspective on the underlying
phenomenon, which in turn can highlight interesting aspects of the modus operandi of
the miscreants.

However, the fact that groups of rogue domains are clustered w.r.t. a given aspect
does not necessarily mean that these websites are linked to the same rogue AV campaign
or the same group of individuals. Only one common feature can be merely due to a
coincidence, to a commonly-seen pattern, or to a commonly-used technique.

To identify groups of rogue domains that are likely associated to the same campaign, in
a more systematic and reliable manner, certain clusters are likely to be merged whereas
some others may have to be split. To aid the analyst make such a decision, the multi-
criteria aggregation component of triage may be used to effectively combine all these
viewpoints, such that the final result reflects the expectations of the expert regarding the
combination of features that must be satisfied in order to attribute two rogue domains
to a specific campaign.

Figure 2.10: Window displaying OWA parameters for the rogue AV dataset

We have thus used triageweb to perform the MCDA aggregation of rogue domains
correlations using a data fusion model similar to the one defined previously in [10].
That is, we have used two different Ordered Weighted Averaging functions (OWA and
Weighted OWA) as aggregation means, using the very similar weights and thresholds.
Figure ?? represents the triageweb window that displays the defined MCDA parame-
ters for the OWA analysis. Note that the triageweb interface is flexible in this regard,
as the analyst can always decide to create a new analysis for the same dataset but using
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2.5 Multi-Criteria Analysis Results

Figure 2.11: Window displaying WOWA parameters for the rogue AV dataset. Some
fuzzy quantifiers (at least k) facilitate the definition of weighting vectors by
a human expert.

a different set of parameters, in order to facilitate the comparison of the results based
on different data fusion models.

The weighting vector w is used in OWA to reflect some vague statement regarding the
number of strong correlations that is required to generate a high aggregate value. By
defining w like in Figure 2.10, we give more importance to strong correlations starting
from the third highest position. In other words, it means that the two highest scores will
have lower weights (0.05 and 0.10 respectively) and thus at least three strong correlations
will be needed in order to have a global score above 0.35 (the sum of weights given to
the first three higher similarity values).

As explained in previous deliverables (more specifically in D3.3 - Attack Attribution
Module), we have improved the usability of the triage data fusion algorithms by pro-
viding various methods to help the analyst define the weighting vectors used in OWA
and Weighted OWA aggregation operators. This is illustrated in Figure 2.11, where we
can see that the data fusion model is defined more broadly as “at least k” correlations
(with k = 3). Besides the data fusion model, the analyst must only be able to provide a
broad quantification of the importances of individual features (e.g., on a categorical scale
going from “very high”, “high”, “neutral”, “low”, “very low”). The triageweb inter-
face will subsequently adjust the weighting vectors in order to reflect these importances
together with the data fusion model that was defined (the result of which is reflected in
vectors p and w as shown in Figure 2.11). We believe that it is indeed much easier for a
human expert to express his domain knowledge using this type of linguistic quantifiers
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2 Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

rather than providing precise numerical values. Note that if the analyst defines synergies
or redundancies among pairs of features, the data fusion model will automatically be
set to Choquet integral (which represents the most flexible but also the more complex
aggregation function), and some helper methods will then define or adjust the weighting
vectors and fuzzy measures accordingly.

Figure 2.12: Sensitivity analysis to determine the most appropriate decision threshold
in the MCDA fusion step.

As described in other deliverables and also in previous work like [18], another impor-
tant parameter to define is the decision threshold ε (denoted by DTHRESH in the
user interface). This threshold is used to eliminate irrelevant links in the combined graph
that is built as a result of the MCDA fusion, so as to avoid unwanted or inconsistent
linkage between dataset entities. It is thus recommended to let the system perform a
sensitivity analysis, i.e., to let ε increase from a very low to high value, and then observe
the number of components (or MDCs) that are identified in the resulting graph, as well
as the size of the largest MDC. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.12 where we can observe
the impact of the threshold on the MCDA clustering results (similar diagrams can be
obtained for the WOWA aggregation). We can observe different regions of interest in
these plots.

In the first region of the plot, irrelevant edges having low weight in the aggregated
graph will be removed, and large connected sub-graphs start to split into a number of
more consistent sub-graphs.

In the second region, we can observe a first plateau between the values ε = 0.32 and
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2.5 Multi-Criteria Analysis Results

0.38, which seems to indicate some reasonable starting point as values for the decision
threshold (because the number of MDClusters becomes stable). At the same time, we
should always consider the size of the largest MDC, which appears to be also pretty
stable in this threshold interval.

Increasing further ε up to an excessive value can lead to a significant loss of nodes
and edges in the aggregated graph (as isolated nodes will be disregarded by the graph
clustering algorithm), which means that we may also loose too much information. We
observe that an appropriate range of values for ε lies usually around k/n, with k the
minimum amount of correlated features desired by the analyst to link two events. For
example, if the analyst decides to define a model with at least 3 strong correlations, when
the total number of features included in the analysis is 6, then a good starting point for
the decision threshold will be 0.50. In our analysis, we have used a threshold of 0.35
(within the first plateau) to be consistent with the previous analyses made in [10, 18].

Figure 2.13: Rogue AV analysis: stacked bar chart showing the total MDC compactness
(broken down by feature) for the top 10 MDCs – enabling a quick evaluation
of MCDA data fusion results.
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2.6 Insights into Rogue AV Campaigns

We now turn our attention to the analysis of MDCs results. To quickly evaluate their
consistency, the triageweb interface provides the analyst with a visual stacked bar
chart that displays the overall Compactness and Size of MDClusters (Figure 2.13). Con-
trols are provided for quick navigation through MDC results (e.g., ‘next” and “previous”,
number of items per page, etc), and a tooltip showing the detailed values is displayed on
top of each bar whenever the user points the mouse cursor on it. In Figure 2.13, we see
that the average Cp value of an MDC is visually displayed with respect to each feature
using a color map, which makes it easy to understand which features tend to correlate
events (in general), but also what are the main reasons behind the identification of cer-
tain MDCs. Note that the average Cp value across all MDCs lies around 3.43, which is
in adequacy with the MCDA model defined previously (at least 3 strong correlations).

From Figure 2.13 we observe that most MDCs have globally a high compactness
value (consistent with the data fusion model), except for a few ones (such as MDC1 and
MDC3). A deeper inspection of those MDCs reveals that these are quite large connected
components, which explains why they are less compact since they are made of several
loosely connected subgraphs (probably reflecting larger groups of miscreants who are
exchanging tools or using the same infrastructure).

We note also that IP-related features contribute the most to the correlation of rogue
domains. In many cases, whois reg seems to complete or reinforce those correlations. It
is also interesting to see that some MDCs are correlated by class c and class b, but not
by server ip (such as MDC7), which justifies the selection of those features.

MDCs have in general lower Cp values with respect to domain names, but we found
a few MDCs in which domain name correlation plays a significant role (like for MDC1,
MDC3 and MDC7). Finally, we observe that every MDC is characterized by varying
degrees of correlation regarding each feature, but overall there are always at least three
different features having a high correlation (except maybe for the three largest MDCs).

Case study: Example of Rogue AV campaign

We now present a more in-depth analysis of an illustrative case study, in order to show
the kind of visual insights we can get into the behavior of Rogue AV campaigns, which
were identified, in a systematic and automated manner, by the triage multi-criteria
clustering technique.

As illustrated in Figure 2.14, MDClusters can be visualized and explored via the
triageweb interface through a convenient dynamic table, which again provides sorting
(on any column), page navigation and searching capabilities. Like for the Clusters table,
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two different drop-down lists (Analysis and Dataset feature DDLs) enable the user to
select a particular feature (or attribute). However, the behavior of the MDC table is
slightly different than for 1D Clusters: selecting one or another feature will only update
the last table column (named “Feature val.”) in which a preview of MDC patterns will
be displayed regarding the selected feature. This enables the analyst to have a quick
overview of MDC patterns. When a value is entered in the search filter, the entered
pattern will also automatically be applied to the selected feature, which can be used to
find a particular MDC.

Figure 2.14: Dynamic data table showing MDClusters overview

Let us focus now on a particular MDCluster, as highlighted in the MDC table shown
in Figure 2.14. We will refer to it as “MDC 1”, as this MDC seems to represent the
largest MDC (and thus also the largest campaign). About 700 rogue domains have been
grouped in this MDC, accounting for 12% of the dataset. To understand the reasons
why these rogue AV domains have been grouped, the analyst may open the associated
MDC page by clicking on the hyperlink built on its identifier. A screenshot of the page
showing the details of MDC 1 is shown in Figure 2.15, where we can see three main
parts:

• Panel 1: overview of MDC attributes (size, average Cp, first seen, last seen, etc)

• Panel 2: visual chart showing the distribution of correlation combinations

• Panel 3: dynamic plotting tool, to let the user inspect MDC patterns
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For MDC 1, from the pie chart in Panel 2 we can deduce that the main reasons behind
the formation of this cluster is a combination of class c, class b, domain name and
whois reg (for 56% of the rogue domains grouped in this MDC). Another visualization
of individual Cp values (i.e., the average compactness of the MDC by feature) can be
obtained by clicking on the check details link next to the overall average Cp value in
Panel 1. As illustrated in Figure 2.16, the analysis of these individual Cp values enables
the user to understand which features are the most correlative ones, ans thus which
characteristics of the rogue domains are linking them together within the MDC. For
MDC 1, we clearly see that most of the rogue domains are linked by the same (or very
similar) whois reg, domain, class c and class b networks.

Figure 2.15: MDCluster page showing the details of a specific MDCluster.

MDC patterns and correlations can be further inspected through the dynamic plotting
tool of Panel 3 – as illustrated in Figure 2.17. Some flexible user controls are also provided
with this dynamic plotting tool, such as:
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2.6 Insights into Rogue AV Campaigns

• data slice selection (when applicable for larger data sets that are processed in
different batches)

• drop-down list for dataset feature selection

• selection of granularity level (prototype or event level)

• selector for the cumulative flag (for MDCs that spread across multiple data slices)

• selector for the orientation of the chart (vertical or horizontal display), which can
be useful to accommodate with long-tailed distributions

• slider control for controlling the number of elements being displayed via the per-
centile threshold

From Figure 2.17, we can now understand the reasons why MDC 1 has a high Cp value
for the whois reg feature, as it appears that a large majority of the domains have been
registered using the very same POC email address (cn@id-private.com). However, it is
interesting to note that some other email accounts have also been used to create domains
apparently linked to the same campaign.

Figure 2.16: Analysis of individual Compactness values of an MDC (for better under-
standing of entity correlations within an MDC).
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Figure 2.17: Analysis of MDC patterns via dynamic chart tool.

In order to understand now how all these domains are connected to each other, the
MDC page provides different visualization tools that allow the analyst to explore inter-
actively the MDC entities and their relationships. The first one is the interactive graph
viewer, which is used to create a “big picture” of the campaign using a node-link dia-
gram. As illustrated in Figure 2.18, we can now understand the TTP (tactics, techniques
and procedures) of the miscreants behind this rogue AV campaign. About 700 rogue
domains have been registered in the .cn top-level domain (resolving to 135 IP addresses
in 14 subnets), on eight specific dates over a span of eight months. In fact, most domains
were created using the same Whois email address (shown in red in the middle of the
visualization) on only two consecutive days (nodes in purple on the timeline below the
graph). While the same Chinese registrar (Era of the Internet Technology) was used
by these cyber-crooks for the registration of all domain names, we can now observe
that the campaign was initiated long before the two main dates on which the bulk of
the campaign was done. Thanks to this graph diagram, the analyst can now click on
different nodes to follow the different links. We can also observe common patterns in
the domain names which are composed of exactly 5 alphanumeric characters, apparently
chosen in a random fashion, which indicates the use of automated tools to create those
domains. The interactive graph viewer provides various controls to make the exploration
and navigation even easier:

• a control for zooming in and out

• a control for displaying or hiding edges, to avoid information overload in large
MDCs

• a fish-eye lens control for increasing the node labels and thus improve their read-
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ability

• a control for enabling the node rearrangement mode (i.e., let the user move around
nodes to improve the graph layout)

• a control for changing the edge thickness scale

• a control for changing the node size scale

• a control for changing the label text size scale

• a control to toggle between curved and straight edges

• a control for exporting the graph in various image formats

Figure 2.18: Visual analysis of an MDC through the interactive Graph viewer.

The MDC page of the triageweb interface integrates several MDC visualizations
developed by vis-sense partners, which provides different perspectives of the clustered
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data. As described in other deliverables (mainly in D4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 6.3), each visual-
ization has different strengths or advantages in terms of scalability, ability to represent
events relationships, its compactness and readability. Hence, the analyst may use the
most appropriate visualization according to the MDC structure and size.

As an example, we have visualized MDC 1 using two other representations:

• Figure 2.19 visualizes all MDC events using a space-filling Treemap-based repre-
sentation in which relationships between different feature patterns are represented
with splines overlaid on the Treemap.

• in Figure 2.20, all MDC events are visualized using a so-called Chord diagram,
in which the different feature patterns are laid on a circular basis and represented
by different colors, and ribbons of different sizes are being drawn to represent
the various relationships between these feature values (the size of the ribbon is
proportional to the frequency of the association between two values).

In both visualizations, we use the 1D Clusters to represent the patterns of each di-
mension within the same MDC. The two visualizations provide also some interaction
capabilities: by going over a particular feature value, both the Treemap and the Chord
diagram will be updated on-the-fly to display only the relations associated to a specific
pattern – as represented in Figure 2.20, where we can see the relationships between the
most frequent whois reg value (cn@id-private.com) and all other dimensions.

Furthermore, a dynamic feature selection tool enables the user to enable or disable
certain features within the visualizations. The goal is to decrease the information over-
load in large MDCs, and let the analyst focus on particular aspects of an MDCluster
when required. This is illustrated in Figure 2.21 in which we visualize MDC 1 using the
Chord viewer and where the features server ip and ns have been disabled to focus on
the relationships between a particular whois reg pattern and the rest of the diagram.

From our own experience, we note that the space-filling Treemap representation pro-
vides higher scalability and is better suited for generating an overall structural overview
of an MDC, especially for large, highly variable MDCs. The Graph node-link represen-
tation is probably the less scalable visualization; however, it is also the most flexible
one for exploring and understanding nodes relationships, as well as to discover “simi-
larity paths” between two events. Finally, the Chord diagram provides a good trade-off
between scalability and exploration of relationships within an MDC.

The last visualization component provides a classical geographical map in which the
MDC events are represented according to their origin. This obviously requires the user
to set in triageweb one of the dataset features as the “country feature”. Figure 2.22
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Figure 2.19: Visual analysis of an MDC through the interactive Treemap-based viewer.

represents the country origins of the rogue domains of MDC 1, as mapped from their
associated server ip address.

Fine-grained analysis of MDC events

Finally, the analyst may go one step further in the low-level analysis of an MDC by open-
ing a dynamic table showing all events and their attributes – as illustrated in Figure ??.
A dynamic field selection tool lets the analyst select which features to be displayed in
the data table. Like for all other data tables, the data can be sorted on any field or
searched via the filter box. Page navigation controls are also provided to facilitate the
data exploration.

The analyst can them click on any two events in the data table to trigger the similarity
calculation and thus enable a detailed comparison of two events belonging to the same
MDC – once again, to let the analyst get a better understanding of events correlations
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Figure 2.20: Visual analysis of an MDC through the interactive Chord viewer.

and the reasons why these events have been grouped within the same MDC. This Events
comparison process is illustrated in Figure 2.24.

Because of the decision threshold used to identify MDCs, it may happen that two
MDCs are loosely interconnected by certain correlations (which were, however, not suf-
ficient for the algorithm to merge the two clusters). In that case, the two MDCs will
appear as “linked” to each other, and an MDC comparison tool enables the analyst to
gain insights into these weaker links and understand whether the two MDCs might be
linked to the same phenomenon (campaign), or not.

As illustrated in Figures 2.25 and 2.26, in our case study it turned out that MDC 1
was indeed linked to another MDC having certain commonalities (e.g., similar whois reg,
server ip and domain names), which suggests that the two MDCs are likely associated
to the same miscreants.
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Figure 2.21: Dynamic feature selection in the MDC Chord viewer.

Lessons learned

The knowledge we gained using the triageweb visual analytics framework through this
analysis has direct repercussions on nowadays security practices, and helps underlining
weaknesses in currently employed techniques as well as potentials for new research av-
enues. Due to space limitations, we could not illustrate all the different types of rogue AV
campaigns we have identified and visualized. However, the visual insights of this analysis
revealed for example the characteristics of the infrastructure used to spread rogue AV,
which can have important consequences on the effectiveness of countermeasures against
this threat, more specifically, server IP and domain blacklisting, a technique commonly
used to prevent end users from accessing malicious resources. In fact, we observed that
the rogue AV infrastructure used in most MDCs (campaigns) comprises servers that not
only host a large number of rogue AV sites but also servers where rogue AV sites coexist
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Figure 2.22: Visual analysis of an MDC via the Geographical map display.

with legitimate ones. This situation is a worst case for blacklisting: IP-based blacklisting
(where access to a specific web server IP is blocked) is bound to generate many false
positives, thus preventing users from visiting benign sites that happen to be hosted on
server IPs that also serve malicious sites.

Conversely, domain name-based blacklisting (where access to a specific domain is
blocked) is undermined by the easiness with which malicious actors can register large
batches of domains. As we have seen with our case study on MDC 1, the registration of
hundreds of automatically generated domain names is likely to be an active attempt to
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Figure 2.23: Fine-grained analysis of MDC events via dynamic data table.

Figure 2.24: Comparison table showing correlations between two Events attributed to
the same MDC.

evade such blacklists.

What would be a good strategy then to effectively fight rogue AV campaigns? Through
an analysis of the victim access dataset performed in [10], it appears that taking down
payment processing sites could help stop emerging rogue AV campaigns.

We also confirmed via this visual analysis that Rogue AV campaigns often rely on
misleading DNS names to lure victims into trusting their products (e.g., pcsecurity-
2009.com). We have seen in our case study how such campaigns often lead to the
automated deployment of large numbers of domains pointing to a few servers and fol-
lowing well-defined patterns in their naming schema. For all these reasons, as already
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Figure 2.25: Comparison table showing correlations between two linked MDCs.

noted in [15] for other type of threats, DNS seems to be a promising point of view for
the detection of such anomalies.

2.7 Conclusions

In this application we have leveraged the visual analytics capabilties of the triageweb
framework to analyse real data and shed some light on the characteristics and dynamics
of a specific threat landscape, that of rogue security software.

Our results can be leveraged in several ways. First, they give a more explanatory
description of the rogue AV or client-side threats, in which, for example, individual,
disconnected sites are substituted by sets of related sites in which time relationships
(e.g., creation dates) are more explicit thanks to very diverse cluster visualizations.

Second, campaign-level information – as obtained through the visual analysis of triage
MDClusters – highlights the modus operandi of the criminals orchestrating the cam-
paign, i.e., how they register the domains, what are their hosting partners, the duration
of their efforts, the sophistication of the tools available to them (e.g., to automate the
registration of domain names), and the countermeasures they employ against take-down
efforts.

Finally, the patterns discovered by this analysis could yield means for identifying addi-
tional rogue AV sites pro-actively or reactively, for example through a closer monitoring
of DNS registration patterns.
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Figure 2.26: Graph visualization of MDC 2 (which appears to be linked to MDC 1).

In this application we have confirmed the specificities of Rogue AV campaigns and
their foundations, as identified in previous work, such as in [10]. However, our visual
analytics framework makes it much easier for an analyst to run such in-depth analyses
and generate insights into complex threat phenomena, moreover in a significantly reduced
amount of time.
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419 scam (also referred to as Nigerian scam) is a popular form of fraud in which the
fraudster tricks the victim into paying a certain amount of money under the promise of
a future, larger payoff.

In this Chapter, we show how triageweb is used to study how these forms of scam
campaigns are organized and evolve over time. In particular, by applying the visual
analytics tools developed in vis-sense, we show that phone numbers and email addresses
used by scammers are important identifiers to group messages together.

We detail several examples of 419 scam campaigns, some of which lasting for several
years, and we illustrate the way scammers operate their campaigns by visualizing them
with the vis-sense visual analytics tools and by discussing their characteristics. The
results of this analysis and the insights we gained into these scam operations have been
published in a joint paper and presented at the International Workshop on Cyber Crime
(IWCC’13) – an IEEE Security & Privacy workshop [12].

3.1 Introduction

Nigerian scam [3], also called “419 scam” as a reference to the 419 section in the Nigerian
penal code [2], has been a known problem for several decades. The name encompasses
many variations of this type of scam, like advance fee fraud, fake lottery, black money
scam, etc.

Originally, the 419 scam phenomenon started by postal mail, and then evolved into a
business run via fax first, and email later. 419 scam is a popular form of fraud in which
the fraudster tricks the victim into paying a certain amount of money under the promise
of a future, larger payoff. The prosecution of such criminal activity is complicated [8]
and can often be evaded by criminals. As a result, reports of such crime still appear in
the social media and online communities, e.g. 419scam.org [1], exist to mitigate the risk
and help users to identify scam messages.

Nowadays, 419 scam is often perceived as a particular type of spam. However, while
most of the spam is sent today in bulk through botnets and by compromised machines,
419 scam activities are still largely performed in a manual way. Moreover, the underlying
business and operation models differ. Spammers trap their victims through engineering
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effort, whereas scammers rely on human factors: pity, greed and social engineering
techniques. Scammers use very primitive tools (if any) compared with other forms of
spam where operations are often completely automated. A distinctive characteristic of
email fraud is the communication channel set up to reach the victim: from this point
of view, scammers tend to use emails and/or phone numbers as their main contacts [9],
while other forms of spam are more likely to forward their victims to specific URLs.
For instance, a previous study of spam campaigns [14] (in which scam was considered
a subset of spam) indicates that 59% of spam messages contain a URL. However, even
though 419 scam messages got eclipsed by the large amount of spam sent by botnets,
they still pose a persistant problem that causes substantial personal financial losses for
a number of victims all around the world.

The traditional spam and scam (not 419) scenarios have been already thoroughly
studied (e.g. [14, 7]), where a big part of existing unsolicited bulk email identification
techniques rely on high volumes of similar messages.

However, 419 messages are more likely to be sent in lower copies and from webmail
accounts. Thus, criminals aim to stay unnoticed by the traditional spam filters and
avoid drawing attention to abused webmail accounts. Although the exact distribution
methods of 419 scam messages have not been studied as deeply as, for example, the
distribution of botnet spam, based on Microsoft Security Intelligence Reports [6] 419
scam messages constitute on average to 8% of email spam traffic (based on the data over
the last five years).

A recent study by Costin et al. [9] describes the use of phone numbers in a number of
malicious activities. The authors show that the phone numbers used by scammers are
often active for a long period of time and are reused over and over in different emails,
making them an attractive feature to link together scam messages and identify possible
campaigns. In this work, we test this hypothesis by using phone numbers and other email
features to automatically detect and study scam campaigns by using a public dataset.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in-depth study of 419 email campaigns.

Our goal is to study how scammers orchestrate their scam campaigns, by looking at
the interconnections between email accounts, phone numbers and email topics used by
scammers. To this aim, we use the triage multi-criteria decision algorithm to effi-
ciently cluster scam emails that are sharing certain commonalities, even in the presence
of more volatile features. Because of these commonalities, scam emails originating from
the same scammer(s) can be grouped together, enabling us to gain insights about the
scam campaigns. Additionally, we also evaluate the quality and consistency of the clus-
tering results. For this, we perform threshold sensitivity analysis and we evaluate the
homogeneity of clusters using compactness as a baseline metric.

In our analysis we have identified over 1,000 different campaigns and, for most of
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them, phone numbers represent the cornerstone that allows us to link the different pieces
together. We also discovered some larger-scale campaigns (so-called “macro-cluster”),
which are made of loosely inter-connected scam operations. We believe these are likely
reflecting different scam runs orchestrated by the same criminal groups, as we observe
the same phone numbers or email accounts being reused across different sub-campaigns.

As demonstrated by the experiments, our methods and findings could be leveraged
to pro-actively identify new scam operations (or variants of previous ones) by quickly
associating a new scam to ongoing campaigns. We believe that this would facilitate the
work of law enforcement agencies in the prosecution of scammers. Our approach could
also be leveraged to improve investigations of other cybercrime schemes by logging and
investigating various groups of cybercriminals based on their online activities.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. We start by describing the scam
dataset (Section 3.2), to which we apply the triageweb framework to identify scam
campaigns. In Section 3.4 we present some insights gained from the analysis of one-
dimensional Clusters. Then, in Section 3.5 we present an overview of MCDA analysis
results and we focus on the identification of MDClusters. Finally, we describe a number
of specific scam campaigns and present their characteristics in Section 3.6. We conclude
and summarize our findings in Section 3.7.

3.2 Description of the Data Set

In this section we describe the dataset we used for analyzing 419 scam campaigns and
provide some statistics of the scam messages. There are various sources of scam often
reported by users and aggregated afterwards by dedicated communities, forums, and
other online activity groups. The data chosen for our analysis come from 419scam.org

– a 419 scam aggregator – as it provides a large set of preprocessed data: email bodies,
headers, and some already extracted emails attributes, like the scam category and the
phone numbers. Note that IP addresses data are absent. We downloaded the emails for
a period spanning from January 2009 until August 2012.

In our study we also exploited the fact that the phone numbers can indicate a ge-
ographical location, typically the country where the phone is registered. Although it
does not prove the origin of the message or the scammer, still it references a country
of a scam operation, and improves victim’s level of confidence in the received message.
For example, receiving a new partnership offer from UK could seem suspicious if the
phone contact has a Nigerian prefix, or a fake lottery notification with contact details
originating from an African country while the victim being from Europe. Moreover, as
shown in a previous study [9], 419 scam mobile phone numbers are precise in indicating
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the country of residence of the phone owner (scammer) as few roaming cases were found.
Therefore, the phone attribute is precise enough to indicate geographical origins.

Table 3.1: General statistics table

Description Numbers

Scam messages 36,761
Unique messages 26,250
Total email addresses 112,961
Unique email addresses 34,723
Total phone numbers 41,320
Total unique phone numbers 11,768
Number of countries 12

The resulting dataset consists of 36,761 messages with 11,768 unique phone numbers.
The general statistics of the data are shown in Table 3.1. A first thing to notice is that
the number of email addresses is three times bigger than the number of phone numbers,
emphasizing the facility to acquire mailboxes for malicious purposes. However, this low
ratio indicates a rather cheap and easy access to phone numbers.

Another specificity of these data is that each message can contain several email ad-
dresses and phone numbers, where a number of different email addresses can be as high
as five per message: From email address, reply email, and other email addresses indi-
cated in the body of the messages. Hence, although we collected only 36,761 messages,
we extracted 112,961 email addresses from them.

In our dataset we did not notice any significant bursts of scam messages (verified on
a monthly basis) during the three year span, suggesting that the email messages were
constantly distributed over time. It is also important to note that the dataset is mostly
limited to the European and African regions (with only a few Asian samples), which is
due to the way the website owners are collecting and classifying the data. Nevertheless,
the geographical distribution of the mentioned continents is reflected in our dataset,
excluding only some minor actors.

To better understand the dataset, we look at the time during which emails and phones
were advertised by scammers in scam messages. 71% of the email addresses in our dataset
were used only during one day. The remaining were used for an average duration of
79 days each. Phone numbers have a longer longevity than email addresses: 51% of
the phone numbers were used only for one day; the rest were used on average for 174
days (around 6 months). Hence, making it an important feature in our data clustering
analysis.
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Table 3.2 summarizes the phone number geographical distribution. UK numbers are
twice as common as Nigerian, and three times more common than the ones from Benin,
the third biggest group. Netherlands and Spain are the leading countries in Europe.
Note that UK should be considered as a special case. As reported by 419scam.org and
Costin et al. [9], all UK phone numbers in this dataset belong to personal numbering
services – services used for forwarding phone calls to other phone numbers and serving
as a masking service of the real destination for the callee. In our dataset there are 44%
of such phone numbers (all with UK prefix), another 44% are mobile phone numbers,
12% are fixed lines [9], and only less than 1% of the phones are non-existent.

Table 3.2: Phones by countries

Country Total phones Total in %

United Kingdom 4,499 43%
Nigeria 3,121 30%
Benin 1,448 14%
South Africa 562 5%
Spain 372 4%
Netherlands 263 3%
Ivory Coast 89 1%
China 68 1%
Senegal 47 0.5%
Togo 11 0.1%
Indonesia 1 0.01%

The initial 419 scam messages are also labeled by the 419scam.org [1] with a category.
Around 64% of the emails are assigned to the category named “419 scam”, which is a
subcategory of 419 scam and refers specifically to financial fraud types, e.g. transactions,
lost funds, etc. As reported by [1], most of the remaining emails (24%) belong to “Fake
lottery” category. However, this distribution has been changing over time as shown in
Figure 3.1.

Data set in TRIAGEWEB

Figure 3.2 displays a screen shot of the scam dataset as it appears in the triageweb
interface. Like for previous analyses, the user interface provides an interactive data table
with browsing, sorting, and advanced searching capabilities. A dynamic field selection
filter enables the user to display or hide data fields via the checkboxes in the left margin,
which adds or removes columns and updates the data table on-the-fly.
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Figure 3.1: Scam email categories over time.

The activation of the mdc checkbox (in the left margin) will add one additional column
within the data table to display the identifier of the MDCluster in which a scam email
has been attributed as a result of the triage clustering analysis. This enables the
analyst to quickly search and find any campaign that was possibly associated to a given
scam pattern.

3.3 Overview of Analysis Results

Figure 3.3 shows a screenshot of the main Analysis page, which enables the user to
perform a quick assessment of the clustering results for a given dataset. This page
contains three subparts:

• Top frame: gives some general details on the analysis, such as the total number
of Clusters and MDCs, the number of features used for the analysis, some details
on the data slices (used for larger data sets that need to be processed in several
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Figure 3.2: Dataset page displaying details on the Rogue AV dataset through a flexible
data table (which provides sorting, page navigation and search capabilities),
as well as dynamic field selection and hiding (left margin of the table).

batches), and finally the first seen, last seen timestamps and total number of
events that have already been processed.

• Middle frame: visual overview of MDClusters compactness, size, and patterns
preview

• Lower frame: visual overview of 1D Clusters compactness, size, and patterns
preview

As we can see, a list of six features was used for this analysis and include: the from
email address, phone number, reply address, any email address found in the body (called
email body1 ), the sending date, as well as the email subject. Before going into the details
of MDClusters, we will first turn our attention to the analysis of some 1D Clusters, i.e.,
Clusters of scam emails that share only one particular feature.
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Figure 3.3: Analysis page displaying the analysis results for the Scam dataset: summary
(top frame), MDClusters (middle frame) and 1D Clusters visual overview
(lower frames).

3.4 Analysis of 1D Clusters

As a result of step 2 in the triage processing chain, a series of so-called 1D Clusters
are created with respect to each feature selected for the analysis. To enable the user to
perform a quick visual assessment of these clustering results, some visual bar charts are
provided showing the Compactness (Cp for short) – or homogeneity – of the Clusters,
as well as their total Size. Figure ?? illustrates this by showing the Cp and Size of
from (left) and subject Clusters (right). When the user points the mouse over one of the
bar in the chart, a preview of the patterns of the associated Cluster is being displayed
in a tooltip, along with a link to a page that contains the Cluster details. Note that
the similarity metric used to identify these Clusters has been set to sim Ngram, i.e., a
similarity function that is based on the calculation and comparison of N-grams (which
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(a) from Clusters. (b) subject Clusters.

Figure 3.4: Scam analysis: Bar charts showing Clusters Compactness and Size, enabling
quick assessment of clustering results.

turns out to be more reliable than the edit or Levenshtein distance, in particular for
short strings such as email addresses).

Regarding the from Clusters, we observe that about 55% of the emails have been
clustered in 5,129 Clusters, with a maximum size of 203 and an average size of only
4.5. This confirms the intuition that scammers are changing very often the mailboxes
used to send their scam emails. The average Cp across all from Clusters is still 0.99 –
indicating that the N-gram similarity and default thresholds used in triageweb works
well in practise.

Regarding subject Clusters, about 63% of the emails have been clustered in 5,242
Clusters, with a maximum size of 386 and an average size 5.8. Here too, this indicates
the use of very diverse subjects in the scam campaigns (even though a deeper inspection
of subject Clusters reveals that only a limited number of topics seem to be reused over
and over again by scammers). The average Cp for all subject Clusters is also very high
(0.98), showing again the effectiveness of the N-gram similarity method.

Let us now focus on a particular Cluster to illustrate the kind of insights that one can
get by inspecting these data structures. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, starting from the
dynamic Clusters table, we select the subject feature and obtain a quick overview of the
Clusters. In this table, every row is displaying some details of a given 1D Cluster and
the table provides dynamic functionalities such as sorting, page navigation and searching
for specific patterns to make the cluster navigation easier. A particular subject Cluster
seems to present interesting patterns related to some hypothetical iPhone offers. This
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Figure 3.5: Dynamic data table showing subject Clusters overview for the Scam analysis.

specific Cluster is grouping 187 scam emails having a subject line similar to the ones
displayed in the table.

To get more details about this Cluster, we can follow the hyperlink provided on top of
its identifier, which leads us to the dedicated Cluster page. The Cluster has a compact-
ness of 0.74, which indicates some good similarity among the email subjects. Indeed,
as illustrated in Figure ??, the email subject patterns of this Cluster are apparently
consistent with each other and have many keywords in common or seem to reflect the
use of common email templates.

However, the analyst may change this viewpoint in order to analyse the patterns
of the very Cluster with respect to another feature, which can be seen as a different
viewpoint giving another perspective on a particular group of Events. This in turn can
reveal interesting insights regarding the modus operandi of the miscreants or attackers.
In this example, the analyst may want to know the distribution of phone numbers that
are associated with the use of these particular email subjects. In Figure ??, we observe
that only three different phone numbers were apparently used in association with these
iPhone scams.
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(a) subject distribution. (b) phone number distribution.

Figure 3.6: Scam analysis: visualizing the patterns of a specific subject Cluster.

(a) subject distribution. (b) phone number distribution.

Figure 3.7: Scam analysis: visualizing the patterns of a specific subject Cluster, as viewed
w.r.t. different features.

A similar reasoning holds for other features as well, and the analyst may now look at
the same group of scam emails across any other dimension, such as the reply or from
email addresses – as illustrated in Figure 3.7.

In conclusion, we observe that this Cluster analysis of the scam dataset already pro-
vides direct insights that are quite valuable to the analyst, as it can help him understand
some emerging patterns in the way scam campaigns are operated. However, to identify
these campaigns in a more reliable way, one still needs to combine the different features
in an intelligent way, i.e., using a data fusion model that reflects somehow the modus
operandi of scammers.
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3.5 Multi-Criteria Analysis Results

To identify groups of scam emails likely associated to the same campaign in a more
systematic and reliable manner, we have used the multi-criteria aggregation component
of triage to effectively combine all viewpoints provided by 1D Clusters. To do this, an
MCDA fusion model was defined as illustrated in Figure 3.8. To this aim, the only input
required from the user is the fuzzy linguistic quantifier (e.g., “at least k”), the number
of correlations k desired (in this case, k = 3) and the relative importances of individual
features (e.g., in this analysis, we have set a high importance on phone numbers, a
medium importance on reply and email body1 addresses and a lower importance on
subject and date). The triageweb interface will then adjust the weighting vectors
according to this model definition.

Figure 3.8: WOWA parameters used for the scam analysis

As described earlier, it is important to let the system run a sensitivity analysis on the
decision threshold (DTHRESH), so as to set an appropriate thresholding value for
the identification of MDCs. This threshold is used to eliminate irrelevant links in the
combined graph that is built as a result of the MCDA fusion, and thus avoid inconsistent
links between dataset entities. the rersult of this sensitivity analysis is illustrated in
Fig. 2.12 where we can observe the impact of increasing the threshold on the clustering
results (total number of MDCs and size of largest MDC). As explained before, a good
region for choosing the decision threshold lies usually in the range of values for which
the total number of MDCs is maximum. For this reason, we choose for our analysis a
value of 0.35 as DTHRESH.

To quickly evaluate the consistency of MDC results, the triageweb interface provides
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Figure 3.9: Sensitivity analysis to determine the most appropriate decision threshold in
the MCDA fusion step.

the analyst with a visual stacked bar chart that displays the overall Compactness and
Size of MDClusters (Figure 3.10). The algorithm found in total about 1,000 MDCs
accounting for 48% of the dataset, and the average compactness of the clusters lies
around 3.3, which is consistent with the MCDA data fusion model defined previously.

Thanks to this chart visualizing the average Cp value of every MDC (broken down
by feature), it makes it easier to understand which features tend to correlate events (in
general), but also what are the main reasons behind the identification of certain MDCs.
For example, we observe that the from address (in blue) is usually not a strong correlation
feature, whereas the phone number and reply address seem to be strong elements to
correlate scam emails and identify campaigns. In some cases, the email subject seems
to contribute also to the total compactness of MDCs, and the email body address tend
reinforce the correlations among emails with respect to scammer contact information.
We can also observe that MDCs are on average pretty small, which indicates that a
large number of small criminal groups seem to operate in an isolated and uncoordinated
fashion, and are apparently using very diverse sets of email addresses, subjects and even
phone numbers.

3.6 Insights into Scam Campaigns

This section provides now deeper insights into 419 scam campaign orchestration. We
present some typical scam campaigns and show the connections between clusters, which
are possibly run by the same group of scammers due to multiple strong interconnections
among scam emails belonging to the same cluster.
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Figure 3.10: Scam analysis: stacked bar chart showing the total MDC compactness (bro-
ken down by feature) for the top 10 MDCs – enabling a quick evaluation of
MCDA data fusion results.

3.6.1 Scam campaign examples

To characterize 419 scam campaigns by looking at how they are operated, we have used
the vis-sense data visualization tools (and in particular, the triageweb interface) to
plot the clustered data in an organized manner and look at the “big picture”. MDC
visualizations are likely reflecting the organization of scam campaigns and their mainte-
nance over time. Interestingly, various campaigns have different operational structures
and manage resources differently, as depicted by the examples in Figure 3.19.

Figures 3.14, 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21 show examples of different scam campaigns corre-
sponding to various MDCs, as identified using the triageweb interface. The visual-
izations are drawn using a circular graph layout that represents the various dates on
which scam messages were sent. The dates are laid out starting from 9 o’clock (far left
in the graph) and are growing clockwise. The other cluster nodes, which highlight other
email features and their relationships, are drawn using a force-directed node placement
algorithm. The big nodes in the graphs refer to phone numbers and from addresses.
The smaller nodes represent mostly subjects and email addresses found in the reply and
from fields, or in the message content.

ESKOM campaign

Figure 3.14 is an example of a 419 scam campaign quite likely orchestrated by the same
cyber criminals. From Figure 3.11 we can infer that 38% of the emails of this campaign
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are correlated by the from address and phone number, and on top of these two attributes,
26% of emails also have the reply and email body address in common.

As we can observe from the graph visualization in Figure 3.14, this ESKOM cam-
paign actually consists of two sub-campaigns: first, a one-year fake lottery campaign
located in the upper-left part of the graph (Figure 3.14); secondly, a 1,5 year campaign
impersonating ESKOM Holdings, an electricity company in South Africa.

Figure 3.11: ESKOM campaign: distribution of correlation combinations among scam
emails.

Figure 3.12 represents the same graph visualization as obtained in triageweb using
the interactive graph viewer. Even though scammers changed the topic of their scam,
they kept re-using the very same phone number (represented in the center of the dia-
gram). A noteworthy aspect of this campaign, shared with other campaigns we found, is
that it relies on a few from email addresses (i.e., the bigger nodes in the figure). A set of
email addresses for reply and body was used in this campaign, however, after switching
to other scam topics a new set of mailboxes and subjects was apparently used. Also,
we observe that the load of the scam campaign is well distributed over time, and does
not exhibit very high peaks on specific dates, hence keeping very low volumes of emails
sent. Finally, the from email accounts used by scammers in this case are mostly Gmail
accounts. As we have no sender IP information, we could not verify if these were spoofed
or not. However, in case these are genuine email accounts, this suggests that scammers
use such webmail accounts for long periods of time while staying unnoticed by the email
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providers.

Figure 3.13 provides another informative perspective on this ESKOM campaign using
the Chord diagram. While the complete diagram (lower left frame) is pretty crowded
and does not really help understand the overall structure of the MDC, the selection
of a particular pattern in the circular layout highlights immediately all relationships
towards other feature values, which can help us understand certain connections. In
this case, Figure 3.13 displays the connections between the main from address used by
scammers (eskomholdings@gmail.com) and all other patterns identified in this MDC
(email subject, sending dates, reply address , etc). Similarly, the analyst may want to
focus on less frequent patterns, such as another from address used within the same
campaign (shown in lower right frame), in order to understand the connections to other
more frequent values.

Sify-Rolex campaign

A similar campaign, presented in Figure 3.19a, illustrates the roles of email addresses
and phone numbers in 419 scam. This campaign, which lasted for 1,5 year, changed
topic 5 times at a frequency of 1 to 2 months, which is visible in the Figure by looking at
the larger subgroups placed around the circle. These shorter sub-campaigns were most
probably run by the same group of scammers as the same phone number was reused
over all campaigns. Inversely, we observe that the email addresses and subjects were
completely changed as scammers were moving from one campaign to another. Moreover,
these email addresses were often selected to match the campaign topic and subjects,
probably to make the scam messages appear authentic.

iPhone campaign

While we observed a large number of easily distinguishable campaigns (having clear
patterns and not too many interconnections), we also identified a very different, more
“chaotic” type of patterns reflecting thus a different modus operandi, as demonstrated
with the graphical illustration in Figure 3.19b. This diagram shows a cluster represent-
ing a recent campaign of iPhone-related scams, which lasted for over 1,5 years. The
communication infrastructure of the scammers operating this campaign is much more
diverse – around 85 unique email accounts were used in this campaign. Moreover, it
relies on a large number of “disposable” email addresses, which are typically used only
once and seldom reused for long period of time. As opposed to previous examples, how-
ever, the same or quite similar subjects and from email address were often reused, as
well as the very same two phone numbers.
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Even though this iPhone campaign may look at first sight somehow “chaotic”, it might
be due the fact that many scam emails belonging to this MDC are tightly interconnected
by at least 3 or 4 different features, as highlighted by the individual compactness values
shown in Figure 3.15. This fact is confirmed with the visualization of the distribution
of features coalitions in Figure 3.16, from whihch we can conclude that 64% of the scam
emails in this campaign are correlated by the features: email body1, phone, reply, and
subject.

Finally, Figure 3.17 and 3.18 illustrate two interactive visualizations as shown to the
analyst in triageweb, which are representing this iPhone campaign using a graph
node-link visualization and a Chord diagram respectively. In both visualizations, we can
clearly observe that a specific reply address (appleberryltd@aol.com) is the cornerstone
of this campaign, as it appears to be a central element which is linking a majority of
emails.

Internationally-operated campaigns campaign

Some scam campaigns still lack organization and do not always exhibit very clearly
separated patterns, as illustrated by two campaigns depicted in Figures 3.19c and 3.19d.
Both seem to use fewer email addresses but many different phone numbers that are
changing over time. The first one is an international campaign that started with Chinese
phone numbers (top-left part), then moved to UK-based anonymous proxy numbers
(top-right part), and ended with Dutch-based phone numbers. Almost all analyzed
features changed over time, except a single from address. Interestingly, most of the
phone numbers were regularly switched over time.

We also note that both campaigns exploit fake lottery topics. For example, the second
one represents a Spanish fake lottery campaign that uses topic-related email addresses
(again, in order to look more legitimate), and scammers leverage up to 11 different
Spanish phone numbers, which are also regularly changed over time in the campaign.
In the middle of the diagram, we can see a larger node representing an email subject
that has been reused in a large number of scam emails during this campaign, showing
that scammers were probably reusing the same fake lottery email template for all these
emails. However, this type of scam clusters illustrates well the challenge of identifying
such dynamic campaigns, in which the links between scam emails originating from the
same criminal group are constantly changing over time. This supports our choice of
using a multi-dimensional clustering tool, which can not only take into account multiple
features but can also identify groups of emails that are linked by varying sets of common-
alities (i.e., more volatile features). These complex patterns and this volatility in email
attributes can also suggest that cyber criminals operate in separate groups, where each
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Table 3.3: Macro-clusters, mean values of attributes

Macro- Nr. of Phones Mailboxes Subjects Duration Countries Topics
cluster campaigns

1 14 44 677 223 4 years 4 Lottery, lost funds, investments
2 43 163 1,127 463 4 years 7 Lottery, banks, diplomats, FBI
3 6 18 128 80 4 years 4 Lottery
4 5 8 111 51 3,5 years 2 Packaging, Guiness lottery, loans
5 6 7 201 96 1 year 1 Microsoft lottery, UPS & WU delivery, lost funds
6 4 7 82 33 2 years 1 Lottery, lost payments

group manages its own set of mailboxes and phone number(s), however these groups are
somehow federated and are collaborating with each other, for example by sharing the
same email templates, same distribution lists or exchanging new scam topics.

3.6.2 Macro clusters: Connecting sub-campaigns

As a follow-up of this analysis, we looked at scam campaigns from a broader perspective:
by searching for loosely interconnected MDClusters. The goal was to pinpoint possibly
larger-scale campaigns, which are made of weakly interconnected scam operations (i.e.
different scam runs). For this purpose, we only used email addresses and phone numbers,
since the other attributes are not considered as personally identifiable information. In
fact, we looked for clusters that share at least one email address and/or phone number,
and use this information to build so-called macro-clusters.

As a result, we identified a set 845 isolated clusters, and another set of 195 connected
clusters, where the latter consists of 62 macro-clusters. The characteristics of the top 6
macro-campaigns are shown in Table 3.3. These macro-clusters are particularly interest-
ing as they consist of a set of scam campaigns that appear to be loosely interconnected
and therefore could be also orchestrated by the same cybercriminals. In fact, the links
between different scam clusters were considered too weak by the clustering algorithm,
because of the decision scheme and thresholds set as parameters, and thus these various
scam runs were eventually grouped into separate clusters. However, these weak links
can be easily recovered, and it is then up to the analyst to investigate how meaningful
these interconnections really are. Indeed, we believe that it is much easier for a cyber
investigator to start from a set of really meaningful scam clusters, to gradually increase
the decision thresholds up to the point where she can decide herself to stop merging data
clusters, as it might not be meaningful any more to attribute further different campaigns
to the same group due to a lack of evidence.

Macro-clusters usually span across long time periods and exhibit various bursts of
emails reflecting different campaigns, which use various topics and can even be operated
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in different countries. An example of a macro-campaign is illustrated in Figure 3.20,
where it consists of 6 different scam campaigns of various sizes that include UK and
Nigerian phone numbers. We can easily distinguish them in the diagram as they appear
as separate subgroups, each one having one or two bigger nodes (representing phone
numbers reused multiple times) and a tail of connected nodes representing a series of
from email addresses. Notice that campaigns in this case are well separated with respect
to phone numbers and emails, which are dedicated to each campaign (or operation), and
the overlaps between campaigns are quite limited. However, there is a small node just in
the center that indicates how these are interconnected (through a common from email
address). Some contact details were also reused and we used that for grouping them
together. All together, these campaigns lasted for almost 3,5 years. Over this rather long
time period, scammers have sent emails using 51 distinct subjects and 8 different phone
numbers. This diversity of the topics suggests that there might be some competition
among them, as they try to cover different online trick schemes instead of specializing
in a single one.

Another example of a macro-campaign is illustrated in Figure 3.21, which consists
of 14 sub-campaigns that can be more or less identified in the diagram as separate
groups revolving around different phone numbers. Each one has a few dedicated phone
numbers (44 in total) and its own set of from, reply and embedded email addresses.
However, in this case it appears that scammers were operating these different scam
runs sequentially, sometimes reusing certain resources of previous campaigns. Hence,
in forensic investigations it might be necessary to look sometimes at weaker links that
may possibly connect together some individuals or criminal groups that could be crime
associates.
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Figure 3.12: ESKOM campaign: interactive Graph visualization in triageweb inter-
face.
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Figure 3.13: ESKOM campaign: interactive Chord viewer in triageweb interface.
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Figure 3.15: iPhone campaign: Compactness values for individual features.

Figure 3.16: iPhone campaign: distribution of features coalitions among scam emails.
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Figure 3.17: iPhone campaign: interactive Graph visualization in triageweb interface.
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Figure 3.18: iPhone campaign: interactive Chord viewer in triageweb interface.
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(b) A diverse iPhone scam campaign.

winner2@fund.homepage.t-online.de

suzuki_kuanzhang@yahoo.cn

+8613129574362

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE WON!!!

2010-02-12

winner3@w33y0as36.homepage.t-online.de

2010-02-03

info@msn.net

jamesmark22@rcweb.net

+447024066883

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE WON

2010-06-16

staff@bocacolorgraphics.com

2010-03-08

hrhelen7@gmail.com

revdalakis3@gmail.com

+447045730250

CONGRATULATION YOU HAVE WON

2010-05-21

revdalakis5@gmail.com

2010-05-25

suzuki_kimchang@yahoo.cn

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE WON!

2010-03-12

2010-10-05

keithbryandes@yahoo.com.hk

+447035902789

CONGRATULATIONS - YOU HAVE WON

2009-08-21

hrhelen6@gmail.com

+447024099646

helen1415@live.com

2010-04-26

helennrichardson@gmail.com

revphillipe@sify.com

CONGRATULATION FROM YAHOO AWARDS CENTRE

2010-05-31

lottonlxx@yahoo.com

atlanticfinbvnl7@aol.com

+31644903350

2012-03-20

+447024087599

revdalakis1515@gmail.com

2010-05-20

=?UTF-8?B?W1NwYW0tTWFpbF1DT05HUkFUVUxB...

2010-09-06

2010-09-02

2010-08-30

2010-05-24

info@hsbcbank.co.uk

hsbc.international@yahoo.in

+447017043998

2011-06-14

2011-06-18

2011-06-12

helen@info.al

2010-10-04

helen1@live.com

2010-11-03

cinegirl@optusnet.com.au

2010-08-05

2010-07-16

2010-05-26

2010-08-08

2010-08-26

2010-08-29

{Spam} CONGRATULATION YOU HAVE WON

2010-06-17

2010-08-25

2010-07-10

2010-07-09

2010-07-29

2010-09-07

2010-11-02

bmwautomobilecompany@yahoo.com.hk

bmwclaimsdept2010@yahoo.com.hk

+448712374108

2010-06-07

lottery@info.co.uk

lotterylnational@aol.co.uk

+448704958176

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE WON !!!!

2011-04-06

2010-08-31

2010-09-03

2010-05-19

2010-09-04

2010-05-18

2010-06-15

2010-03-19

ymsnlotto@ymail.com

mr.admascole1@live.com

+447010023868

CONGRATULATION!! YOU HAVE WON!!

2011-07-03

winningresult@att.net

+447024044567

CONGRATULATION!!! YOU HAVE WON!!!

2010-11-22

2010-03-13

sales@weaverprecast.com

2010-03-15

2010-03-18

2010-12-03

thenationalotter@aol.co.uk

+4478676109932011-03-31

2010-07-20

2010-08-24

2010-06-14

+8613267146332

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE WON!!

2010-04-15

revphilipdalakis@info.al

CONGRATULATION YOU HAVE WON,

2010-09-14

winner1@fund.homepage.t-online.de

winner3@fund.homepage.t-online.de

2010-02-06

atmcard@atm.org

garantytrust@netscape.net

+34672836962

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE WON .

2010-01-24

2009-11-30

2012-04-18

hellen1414@awardcenter.com

michkuhns33@gmail.com

CONGRATULATION YOU HAVE WON.

2011-01-22

mr-austin-douglas@live.com

CONGRATULATION!! YOU HAVE WON!!!

2011-03-21

chuks4peace2003@yahoo.com

CONGRATULATION

2010-10-30

2010-06-19

lottonlxxx@yahoo.com

2011-12-04

2010-05-30

2010-05-29

2009-11-11

2010-04-14

2010-05-01

2010-04-19

hsbcbankersuk@inmail24.com

2010-10-01

2010-08-07

infostakeslotto@centrum.cz

+447024074122

2011-04-01

mmar021@hotmail.com

andy.brown02@ymail.com

2011-04-20

2010-03-04

2010-04-09

2010-09-05

2010-07-01

2010-10-02

+447509155189

(c) International campaign operated in China, UK and
Netherlands.

lottowins@europe.com

infinity.seguros@consultant.com

+34603196731

OFFIZIELLE GEWINNBENACHRITIGUNG

2011-03-10

infinityseguros@ozu.es

+34672582100

2011-07-04

elgordo.europromo@madrid.com

gomezdavy@consultant.com

+34632260113

2011-09-26

info@interlotto.com

grupobilbaoseguros@latinmail.com

+34669916949

Achtung

2010-06-11

gomezdave2222@att.net

2011-08-02

infinityseguru@consultant.com

2011-09-07

bacodav1234@att.net

2011-08-03

postmaster@otoparcatreni.com

INTERNATIONALE LOTTO/EUROMILLION PROGR...

2011-08-30

infinityseguro@consultant.com

2011-05-05

2011-03-06

2011-02-22

info@interlotto.es

info_estrellaseguridad@yahoo.es

+34634121838

2010-07-27

2011-07-05

goodside0011@att.net

2011-08-06

2010-07-26

NOTIFICA DELLASSEGNAZIONE FINALE
2010-12-04

2011-03-25

gomez22@consultat.com

denyloto@consultant.com

+34632399365

2011-09-16

pnacho1000@gmail.com

estrellaseguridad@ozu.es

2010-12-30

2011-03-21

pnacho2000@gmail.com

2010-12-31

2011-10-14

2011-03-15

2011-04-30

nellynkem00@yahoo.com

cconsult@consultant.com [GSN Suspected Spam] Gewinnbenachricht...

2011-03-16

2011-09-25

2011-10-19

2011-02-21

2010-06-15

+34632465529

2011-05-22

2011-02-15

2011-09-18

2010-12-28

2011-02-01

+34672845900

Gewinnbenachrichtigung

2010-11-26

2011-09-17

2010-12-02

lotowins@europe.com

infinityseguros@collector.org

+34634153413

2010-07-29

info.euromillion3@ozu.es

2010-07-06

2011-05-23

2011-09-23

2010-12-29

2011-09-22

2011-03-30

postmaster@ugurd.com

2011-10-11

2011-09-10
2011-07-08

2011-07-13

2010-11-14

lotowin@europe.cominfinity.seguros@mail.com

+34603319604

2011-10-23

2010-12-20

2011-05-14

antoniogomez@consultant.com

2011-09-15

2010-12-27

2011-06-072011-09-20

2011-05-07

2010-07-22

=?utf-8?Q?=20?=

2011-05-15

2011-09-21

lotojackpot@collector.org

2010-08-09

bilbaoseguros@ozu.es

+34633393751

2010-07-01

2011-02-12

meridiano.seguros@consultant.com

DERNIER AVIS DE RECOMPENSE

2011-02-08

ttyut@seznam.cz

bilbaoseguros33@ozu.es

+34672561527

2010-12-07

+34632169774

2011-04-07

pabnacho@gmail.com

2010-10-14

2010-12-06
2010-12-25

pablonacho@europe.com

2010-11-24

2011-09-19

Bestatigung

2010-06-16

royallinks.seguros@consultant.com

+34672972024

2010-11-17

2011-10-24

2011-03-13

2011-06-27

goodside0001@att.net

2011-09-24

2011-03-14

seguro@ozu.es

OFFIZIELLE  GEWINNBENACHRITIGUNG

2010-07-20

2010-11-22

info@euromillion.com

2010-04-27

[GSN Suspected Spam] OFFIZIELLE GEWINN...

2011-02-06

(d) Spanish lottery campaign changing often
phone numbers and email addresses.

Figure 3.19: Examples of other scam campaign structures.
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3 Visual Analysis of Scammers Operations
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Figure 3.20: Example of macro-cluster #1. Date nodes (in purple) are laid in clock-wise
fashion reflect the timeline of the campaigns.
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3.6 Insights into Scam Campaigns

+31619798868

stephen@hainescentre.com

leonbecker@yahoo.cn

2012-01-13

+31626453477

info@yahoo.cn

agent_dwebber@yahoo.cn

2012-02-20

rep_leonbecker@yahoo.cn

2011-01-31

+31616710747

hrh@princessayo.com
claimrep_dept@yahoo.cn

2009-11-15

+31626433877

nelsoncole10@yahoo.cn

nelsoncole@live.nl

2010-06-11

+31647250558 international_awardprize2010@yahoo.cn

colinrobert_claimsdept@yahoo.cn

2010-12-02

+31626006051

jeravicnanem@cros.net

beckerleon40@yahoo.com.hk

2010-04-16

+31617563803

globalinternational_award2010@yahoo.cn

davidwilliams_claimsdept@yahoo.cn

2010-09-13

patrice@fracheboud.ch

2011-01-22

paul@paulwallison.com

2011-03-06

+31617205556

electronicraffle@games.com

informationdesk@mcom.com

2011-02-04

e-lot@live.nl

claims_officebecber@yahoo.cn

2011-09-10

info.notice@elotto.org.nl

claimreplewis09@yahoo.cn

2011-04-06

claimsofficer1@att.net

2011-07-30

Info@ymail.nl

2012-01-05

jason@gearhartgolflinks.com

claimrepbecker@yahoo.cn

2010-08-05

zona44@mayoral.es

claimsagentprom011@yahoo.cn

info@live.nl

cpvv@golfhub.co.za

2010-07-18

info@medi-kareonline.com

enquirydeptlewis@yahoo.cn

2011-02-01

e-lot@promo.nl

rep_claimsdetail@yahoo.cn

2010-04-15

+8613480076925

lotto_agenttoyota@yahoo.com.hk

claimsagentjohnlee@yahoo.cn

2010-04-20

shirleysun@hirschglasscorp.com

derek@fotogravett.com2011-03-08

vbrymer@theimagegroup.net

claimrep_becker@yahoo.cn

2010-06-10

claimsagent_becker@yahoo.cn

2012-01-14

beckerleon234@yahoo.cn

2011-02-08

2012-01-06

admin@live-tv-online.net

2011-08-08

test@etnshost.com

2011-04-05

safetyse@safetyservicesusa.com

2009-10-30

iqbal@cybertexit.com

2012-02-15

2010-08-06

0001fsm@ms1.mercuries.com.tw

dlewis.claimenquiries@live.nl

2010-04-21

Electronic_Selection@games.com

claimsofficer@yahoo.cn

2010-10-24
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payoffice69@aim.com

payoffice9@aim.com

2010-02-17
2010-02-08

dayz@dayz.com

dhancott@hathway.com

2010-03-18

payoffice38@aim.com

2010-02-07
2010-02-15

2010-01-20

dr_mcwealth@yahoo.co.jp

pcwealth222@gmail.com

pcwealth2020@yahoo.com.hk

petermcwealth110@yahoo.com.hk

drmcwealth11@yahoo.co.jp

dr_mcwealth11@yahoo.co.jp

jasruddin@unm.ac.id

2010-12-25

+2348020989864

info@yahoo.com

office21221@yahoo.co.jp

2012-04-02

2011-03-26

info@barclaysbankplc.com

2012-03-31

absolom.rwamunono@rra.gov.rw

2011-04-07
2011-03-31

barclays_bkplc22@aol.com

2012-04-14

drpmcwealth11@yahoo.co.jp

drmcwealtp01@yahoo.com.hk

drpmcwealth001@yahoo.com.hk

Figure 3.21: Example of macro-cluster #2. Date nodes (in purple) are laid in clock-wise
fashion reflect the timeline of the campaigns.
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3 Visual Analysis of Scammers Operations

3.7 Summary

In this Chapter, we have demonstrated how triageweb was used to study how scam
campaigns are organized and evolve over time. Our goal was to study how scammers
orchestrate their scam campaigns, by looking at the interconnections between email
accounts, phone numbers and email topics used by scammers. By applying the visual
analytics tools developed in vis-sense, we could generate many insights into these scam
campaigns, for example that that phone numbers and email addresses used by scammers
are important identifiers to group messages together.

We have detailed some typical examples of 419 scam campaigns and their character-
istic, and we have illustrated the way scammers operate their campaigns by visualizing
them using the arsenal of visual analytics tools developed by the vis-sense partners.
The results of this analysis have been published in a joint paper and presented at the
International Workshop on Cyber Crime (IWCC’13) – an IEEE Security & Privacy
workshop [12], which demonstrates once again the usefulness and effectiveness of our
visual analytics tools.
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4 Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked
Networks

4.1 Introduction

In 2006 Ramachandran et al. claimed in [16] to have observed spammers exploiting the
routing infrastructure (control plane) of the Internet to steal blocks of IP addresses from
their legitimate owner for a very short time and send spam using the stolen IP addresses.
We refer to those spammers as fly-by spammers. In theory, if such sophisticated spam-
mers would carry out short-lived hijacks of IP address blocks this would allow them to
hop between those IP blocks fast enough to circumvent blacklists of spam senders still
heavily used as a first layer of defence in spam filters. Moreover hijacking blocks of IP
addresses is no different from stealing the IP identity of the addresses legitimate owner
and thus hinder traceability of attackers which can lead to misattributing attacks when
responding with possibly legal actions.

Despite anecdotal evidence mainly reported in [16, 11] and on some mailing lists [4, 5]
the fly-by spammer phenomenon remained a open conjecture. As one of the tasks of the
VIS-SENSE project aimed at studying at large scale this phenomenon to confirm or not
this conjecture, the framework SpamTracer [19] has been developed to monitor the
routing behavior of spam networks and evidence possible IP block hijacks performed by
spammers. Recently, several cases of IP address blocks hijacked for a very short period
of time during which they were used to launch spam campaigns, in other words fly-by
spammers, were uncovered by SpamTracer. In this chapter we report on the analysis
of the spam emails sent from those hijacked networks using triage. In particular we
are interested in gaining more insights into the spam operations of fly-by spammers,
e.g., what characterises spam operations run by fly-by spammers? Can we find some
links between different apparently unrelated hijacked networks based on the spam emails
received from them?

Answering those questions is actually important as it may improve our understanding
of fly-by spammers and their ”ecosystem”. It may also help uncover some of the mo-
tivations for those spammers to carry out such sophisticated hijacking attacks prior to
sending spam. Eventually such analysis could also help us refine the techniques we use
to detect fly-by spammers and identify the most appropriate measures to defeat their
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4 Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked Networks

operations.

In the following Sections, we start by describing the spam emails data set used in this
analysis. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we leverage the triage and triageweb applications
to provide details on (i) per-feature patterns uncovered in spam emails and (ii) spam
campaigns identified by triage. To illustrate the results, we analyze one such campaign
and explain some of the insights into fly-by spammers operations we gained from it. We
conclude and summarise our findings in Section 4.5.

4.2 Description of the Data Set

The analysis of spam campaigns launched from hijacked networks has been performed
by extracting from the spamcloud data set all spam emails received from networks
identified as hijacked by SpamTracer. The spamcloud data set has already been
described in the VIS-SENSE deliverable 2.2 ”Data collection and infrastructure”. This
spam feed is collected at Symantec.cloud spamtraps and consists of about 4M emails per
day.

The spam data set that we have considered for this analysis consists of 4,431 spam
emails received from 29 different hijacked networks over a period of 7 months, from
January to July 2013. Normally the spamcloud data set includes mostly features related
to the sender and the content of spam emails. In an effort to perform a comprehensive
analysis of fly-by spammers operations we decided to enrich the emails sent from hijacked
networks with information related to the spam advertised content hosting infrastructures,
i.e., the servers hosting content advertised in spam emails.

In order to make this deliverable self-contained we provide in Table 4.1 a brief de-
scription of the spam email features available in the data set. We group them in three
classes: (i) sender-related features, (ii) message-related features and (iii) scam hosting
infrastructure-related features. A timestamp for each spam email is also available. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows the BGP hijacks data set page provided by triageweb allowing to easily
browse and search in the data.

4.3 Analysis of 1D Clusters

In this section we present a preliminary analysis of the data performed to have a better
idea of the structure of spam emails with respect to each feature individually. In partic-
ular, this analysis allows to identify possible patterns (or clusters) of values within each
feature and look at a pattern (or cluster) for a given feature with respect to all other
features.
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4.3 Analysis of 1D Clusters

Spam sender feature Description

sourceIp the IP address of the spam sender host

ipCountry the country part of the spam sender host geolocation

ipCity the city part of the spam sender host geolocation

ipRegion the region part of the spam sender host geolocation

ipLatitude the latitude part of the spam sender host geolocation

ipLongitude the longitude part of the spam sender host geolocation

prefix the hijacked IP address block which the spam sender host IP address
belongs to (in CIDR notation)

x bot the spam bot this spam sender host was found to belong to, based on
signatures of known spam bots built from the SMTP communications
and spam email messages sent by those bots

x p0f genre the operating system family of the spam sender host, inferred using
P0f (e.g., Windows)

x p0f detail the operating system version details of the spam sender host, inferred
using P0f (e.g., XP SP1+, 2000 SP3)

x p0f distance the topological distance from the recipient server to the spam sender
host, inferred using P0f

x p0f link the type of Internet link the spam sender host is connected to, inferred
using P0f (e.g., ethernet/modem)

x p0f signature the TCP/IP stack signature of the spam sender host, inferred using
P0f (e.g., S10:54:1:60:M1460,S,T,N,W8:.)

x p0f uptime the uptime of the spam sender host

Message feature Description

subject the subject of the spam email

charset the character-set of the spam email (e.g., us-ascii)

cte the content-transfer-encoding of the spam email (e.g., 7bit)

messageSize the size (in bytes) of the spam email message

uris the URIs found in the spam email message

uri domains the domain name of the URIs found in the spam email message

Scam hosting infras-
tructure feature

Description

uri server ip the IP addresses of the hosts to which the URI domain names of a
given spam email resolved to

uri whois creation the creation dates of the URI domain names of a given spam email,
retrieved using WHOIS

uri whois expiration the expiration dates of the URI domain names of a given spam email,
retrieved using WHOIS

uri whois ns the NS servers of the URI domain names of a given spam email,
retrieved using WHOIS

uri whois rar the WHOIS registrars of the URI domain names of a given spam
email

uri whois reg the WHOIS registrant email addresses of the URI domain names of
a given spam email

Table 4.1: Features of the BGP hijacks data set, i.e., spam emails sent from hijacked
networks.
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4 Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked Networks

Field selection/hiding

Data table: spam sent from hijacked networks

Figure 4.1: Data set page displaying details on the BGP hijacks data set through a
convenient data table (providing sorting, navigation and search capabilities),
as well as dynamic field selection or hiding (left pane).

triageweb provides specific visualisations for the analysis of 1D clusters. Figure 4.2
depicts bar charts showing the compactness and size of clusters related to the scam
hosting infrastructure features uri whois reg (on the left) and uri server ip (on the right).
The clustering results overview provided by those charts allows to quickly see if there
are interesting clusters within each feature that are worth taking a closer look at. For
example, feature uri whois reg (left bar chart) contains a large cluster (cluster #1) of
spam emails with a compactness of 1.0. This reveals that a strong email address pattern
was found in the WHOIS registrant email addresses of URIs advertised in spam emails.

In order to have more information on the clusters created for each feature, a clusters
table (Figure 4.3) is provided by triageweb. To obtain more information on the clusters
for the feature uri whois reg we can select the feature uri whois reg in the clusters table
(Figure 4.3 (1)) and sort the clusters according to their size (in number of spam emails)
(Figure 4.3 (2)). We can now see that, for example, cluster #2 contains 120 spam
emails, has a compactness of 0.54 and has an interesting pattern of WHOIS registrant
email addresses ”HLVCFWRRR@WHOISPRIVACYPROTECT.COM”. The pattern
and the compactness both suggest that the WHOIS registrant emails addresses in this
cluster probably share a invariable part. For example, as it has already been seen in the
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4.3 Analysis of 1D Clusters

Cluster #1 for feature "uri_whois_reg"

Figure 4.2: Bar chart showing Clusters Compactness and Size (quick evaluation of clus-
tering results)

analysis of Rogue AV campaigns (see chapter 2) the user part of the email address could
be different for the registration of several different domain names while the domain part
of the email address would remain unchanged.

To obtain further details on a given cluster triageweb provides a special analysis
page, as depicted in Figure 4.4 for the example cluster #2. The pie chart shows the
distribution of values of the cluster with respect to the feature uri whois reg. We can
immediately see the wide variety of email addresses which still ended up in a single
cluster.

It is interesting to look at the content of a cluster with respect to the feature that
was used to create it but it is also interesting to look at it with respect other features.
For our example cluster #2, Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of values for the feature
uri domains. Similar to the distribution of WHOIS registrant email addresses, the cluster
contains a lot of different spam advertised domain names. All this suggests that all the
domain names were actually registered using different automatically generated WHOIS
registrant email addresses sharing a common pattern.

Looking at the distribution of values of cluster #2 with respect to other features further
reveals (i) a lot of different spam email subjects (Figure 4.6), (ii) 8 different IP prefixes
for the spam sender hosts (Figure 4.7) and (iii) no spam bot identified (Figure 4.8). The
pattern in the WHOIS registrant emails addresses exhibited by the 120 spam emails in
this cluster may already suggest that the apparently unrelated 8 hijacked prefixes from
which those spam emails were sent might actually be linked to each other.

In this section we showed how triageweb can be leveraged to visually identify and
analyze per-feature patterns in triage 1D clusters. In the next section we present the
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4 Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked Networks

Cluster #2 for feature "uri_whois_reg" (2) Sort clusters according to the
number of spam emails in each cluster

(1) Select the feature of 1D clusters

Figure 4.3: Dynamic data table showing Clusters overview

insights into fly-by spammers operations uncovered from the analysis of triage multi-
dimensional clusters taking advantage of other triageweb visualisations.

4.4 Multi-Criteria Analysis - Insights into Fly-by Spammers
Operations

In this section we leverage triageweb to perform a visual analysis of triage multi-
dimensional clusters of spam emails sent from hijacked networks and shed some light on
the modus operandi of fly-by spammers.

Prior to describing the multi-dimension clustering results, we briefly look at the MCDA
parameters used via triageweb as depicted in Figure 4.9. Without entering into too
many details, we can first notice that 7 features were used in the MCDA (feature list)
and include: (i) the date, (ii) the sourceIp, (iii) the subject, (iv) the uri domains, (v) the
x p0f detail, (vi) the uri server ip and (vii) the uri whois reg. Furthermore, by looking at
the importance factors (importance factors) set for the analysis, the highest importance
was set to the features sourceIp and uri whois reg while the lowest importance was
set to the features date and x p0f detail. These importance factors really reflect the
relevance of each feature when it comes to grouping together spam emails in a cluster (or
spam campaign). In our case, grouping together spam emails having a similar sourceIp
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4.4 Multi-Criteria Analysis - Insights into Fly-by Spammers Operations

Figure 4.4: Cluster page showing the details of a specific Cluster (in this case, a
uri whois reg Cluster)

and uri whois reg is more relevant for our analysis then grouping together spam emails
sharing a common date and x p0f detail (operating system of spam sender host).

Figure 4.10 shows the MDCluster preview panel provided by triageweb to have a
quick overview of the multi-dimension clustering results, e.g., the number of MDClusters,
the size of MDClusters, for a given MDCluster the compactness of each feature. The
MDClusters table depicted in Figure 4.11 allows to look at the list of MDClusters, sort
them according to, for instance, the number of spam emails they contain (Figure 4.11
(1)) or their average compactness (Figure 4.11 (2)), see a sample of per-feature values
for each MDCluster (Figure 4.11 (3)). There is a total of 29 MDClusters. Looking at
the clusters and displaying sample values for the feature uri whois reg, we observe the
pattern in the WHOIS registrant email addresses we already found while looking at the
1D clusters in the previous section. It thus appears that the MDCluster #2 contains
spam emails sharing this pattern in the WHOIS registrant email addresses.

We can take a closer look at the MDCluster #2 using the triageweb MDCluster
page as depicted in Figure 4.12. This page provides a pie chart with the distribution of
combinations of features in the MDCluster (Figure 4.12 (1)) and a dynamic per-feature
chart (Figure 4.12 (2)). The pie chart tells us that no less than 59% of spam emails were
included in this group because they share at least similar values for the combination
of features (i) sourceIp, (ii) uri server ip, (iii) uri whois reg and (iv) x p0f detail. This
combination of features is thus quite strong in this MDCluster and indicates that spam
emails were sent from hosts with similar IP addresses and operating systems and ad-
vertised URIs with domain names hosted on shared servers and registered using similar
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4 Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked Networks

Figure 4.5: Cross-feature pattern analysis of a uri whois reg Cluster (viewed here wrt
uri domains)

email addresses (the WHOIS registrant email address pattern already observed before).
triageweb provides another way of looking at spam emails in our MDClusters, this
time by looking at the distribution of spam emails per feature using dynamic charts (Fig-
ure 4.12 (2)). Figure 4.12 (2) shows the distribution of spam emails per spam sender IP
prefix. We can see that a total of 7 prefixes are included in this MDCluster and that
some sent much more spam that others. Figure 4.13 shows the distribution of spam
emails per date. Interestingly, we can see that the spam campaign described by our
MDCluster #2 was active everyday for 14 days from 2013-02-15 to 2013-02-28 and that
more spam was received in the beginning of the campaign.

We now leverage the graph-based visualisation of MDClusters provided by triageweb
to look at the content of our spam campaign (MDCluster #2) and what insights into
fly-by spammers operations we can uncover from it. From the graph in Figure 4.14 we
can see that

• the campaign shared very few IP addresses of servers hosting spam advertised
content (grey dots (1) in Figure 4.14);

• spam emails were sent from 7 different hijacked prefixes (yellow dots (2) in Fig-
ure 4.14);

• a lot of different spam advertised URI domain names were used in spam sent
from the different IP prefixes (blue dots (3) in Figure 4.14);
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4.4 Multi-Criteria Analysis - Insights into Fly-by Spammers Operations

Figure 4.6: Cross-feature pattern analysis of a uri whois reg Cluster (viewed here wrt
subject)

• URI domain names advertised in spam emails were registered using many differ-
ent email addresses sharing the pattern [7-10 capital letters] @ WHOISPRIVA-
CYPROTECT.COM (red dots (4) in Figure 4.14);

• one main WHOIS registrar was used to register all domain names of spam adver-
tised URIs in the campaign (pink dot (5) in Figure 4.14);

• the campaign was active everyday for 14 days from 2013-02-15 to 2013-02-28
(purple dots (6) in Figure 4.14).

A closer look at some uri whois reg values in the graph clearly shows the pattern in
the WHOIS registrant email addresses as shown in Figure 4.15. triageweb provides
another visualisation for the content of MDClusters, this time in a treemap fashion.
Figure 4.16 shows the Treemap view of our MDCluster #2 for the spam campaign we are
studying. This visualisation is complementary to the others and allows to very quickly
have an idea of the diversity of values for each feature in an MDCluster. Thus, for our
MDCluster #2, we can easily observe (i) the many diverse spam sender IP addresses, (ii)
the limited number of shared IP addresses of servers hosting spam advertised content,
(iii) the large number of spam email subjects and URI domain names and (iv) the
prominent pattern in the WHOIS registrant email addresses used to register the different
URI domain names.
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Figure 4.7: Cross-feature pattern analysis of a uri whois reg Cluster (viewed here wrt
prefix)

In conclusion, from the evidence gathered during the analysis of this spam campaign,
we strongly believe that those spam emails likely belong to a single spam campaign
which is linked to the hijack of seven prefixes out of the 29 identified hijacked prefixes,
possibly performed by a single cybercriminal organisation. Even though hijacked prefixes
are apparently unrelated to each other, similar WHOIS registrant email addresses and
shared servers hosting content advertised in spam emails appear to link some of them
together. Fly-by spammers thus seem to hijack several prefixes over time and use each
of them for a short period of time in order to circumvent spam sender blacklists and be
able to continuously send spam and run their spam campaigns. It is very likely that
other hijacked prefixes are linked in some way and triage combined with triageweb
will certainly be of great hep to uncover those other cases. In fact, without such an
analysis we would have never been able to link some hijacks together based solely on the
routing data that is used to detect the hijacks.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have presented an application of triage on spam emails sent from
hijacked networks. By taking advantage of the myriad of visualisations provided by the
triageweb application we have been able to identify a spam campaign launched from
several, apparently unrelated hijacked prefixes suggesting the hijacks were actually linked
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Figure 4.8: Cross-feature pattern analysis of a uri whois reg Cluster (viewed here wrt
x bot)

Figure 4.9: Window showing analysis parameters for the BGP hijacks data set

together and likely performed by the same cybercriminal organisation. Even though
other findings and more insights into fly-by spammers operations could probably be
uncovered by analyzing other MDClusters we presented another case where visualisations
developed in the context of VIS-SENSE definitely help in analyzing security events.
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Figure 4.10: The stacked bar chart showing the total MDC compactness (broken down
by feature) for the top 10 MDCs (enabling a quick evaluation of MCDA
data fusion results)
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(2) Sort MDClusters according to their
average compactness

(3) Sample of per-feature values

(1) Sort MDClusters according to the
number of spam emails in each cluster

MDCluster #2

Figure 4.11: Dynamic data table showing MDClusters overview

(2) Dynamic per-feature chart for MDCluster

(1) Distribution of combinations of features

Feature=prefix

Figure 4.12: MDCluster page showing the details of a specific MDCluster.
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Time

Figure 4.13: Analysis of MDC patterns via dynamic chart tool.
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Figure 4.14: Visual analysis of an MDC through the interactive Graph-based viewer.
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uri_whois_reg 
WHOIS registrant emails 
addresses sharing the pattern  
[7-10 capital letters] 
@WHOISPRIVACYPROTECT.
COM 

uri_whois_rar 
WHOIS registrar 

Figure 4.15: Visual analysis of an MDC through the interactive Graph-based viewer
(snippet of a graph).
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Figure 4.16: Visual analysis of an MDC through the interactive Treemap-based viewer.
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5 Conclusions

In this deliverable we have demonstrated how the R&D efforts carried out by vis-sense
partners have led to the development of visual analytics tools that can be used to perform
intelligence analyses on security datasets, to generate new insights in a faster and more
effective way. In particular, a web framework called triageweb has been developed, as
a fork of the full-fledged vis-sense framework. We have shown how this web-based visual
analytics framework helps security analysts in their quest to understand the common
root causes of attack phenomena observed in the Internet, but also to generate insights
into modus operandi of cyber criminals.

Our goal was also to evaluate the usability of the triageweb framework and its
capabilities to identify, represent and explain various Internet threat phenomena. to
this aim, different applications of the framework were presented in this document and
represent different instantiations of the first VIS-SENSE scenario that was defined in
the start of the project (D1.2 - Use Case Analysis and User Scenarios):

• Visual Analysis of Web Threats Dynamics

• Visual Analysis of Scammers Operations

• Visual Analysis of Spam Sent from Hijacked Networks

The second application emphasizes the broad applicability of the VIS-SENSE tools,
as it was performed on a completely new and unknown dataset made of scam emails,
which was not initially integrated in our data collection infrastructure. Furthermore, this
analysis was done in collaboration with a group of researchers external to the project and
the insights generated by this analysis have been published in a joint paper and presented
at the International Workshop on Cyber Crime (IWCC’13) – an IEEE Security & Privacy
workshop [12].

The last application demonstrates also the cross-domain correlation capabilities of the
VIS-SENSE tool, as our visual analytics tool were used successfully to analyze spam sent
from hijacked networks, as detected by our BGP analysis tools – hence, fulfilling one of
the key requirements of this project by establishing an explicit link between the control
plane (BGP), and the data plane of the Internet. To the best of our knowledge, this
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is the first analysis of this kind that brings such clear evidence of correlation between
these two aspects, but also highlights the modus operandi of so-called fly-by spammers.

Through these various applications, we could also evaluate the degree of fulfilment
of the high-level functional requirements laid out in the beginning of the project. An
overview of this evaluation is given in Table 5.1. Note that a more detailed evaluation
of the requirements in the light of the design specifications defined in the project is
available in deliverable D6.3 (VIS-SENSE Framework Evaluation).

From the requirements evaluation provided in Table 5.1, but also in light of the results
shown in this deliverable, we can conclude that:

(i) most of the requirements have been successfully fulfilled to a high degree;

(ii) in some cases, the vis-sense partners have gone beyond requirements definition
and user expectations, by developing and integrating additional functionalities that
were not envisaged or specified at the design stage.
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5 Conclusions

Evaluation of High-Level Requirements Fulfilment

In the table below we evaluate the degree of fulfilment of every functional requirement
set in the project start during the design and specifications phase. To this aim, we use
an evaluation scale as defined here after:

• None: requirements have not been met at all

• Low: partially meets user requirements and expectations, but still lacking impor-
tant functionalities

• Satisfactory: meets the minimal set of user expectations

• High: fulfils completely all critical user requirements

• Very high: fulfils all requirements and exceeds user expectations

Table 5.1: Evaluation of functional requirements fulfilment

Category Requirement Degree of
fulfilment

Comments

Network
analytics

support for the definition of
MCDA and clustering algo-
rithms

High triage was enriched with
various methods to help defin-
ing MCDA parameters

improved scalability of the
framework

High A prototype-based clustering
technique added to triage

incremental analysis High Ability to run incremental
analysis across data slices, on
both on Clusters and MD-
Clusters

support for the detection
of changes in the modus
operandi

Satisfactory Added patterns search func-
tionalities in all types of
triage objects - Change de-
tection can be performed via
identification of new MDCs
(e.g., in more recent data
slices)
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Category Requirement Degree of
fulfilment

Comments

Visualization advanced interactive visual-
izations for graph-based rep-
resentations

Very high The web-based Graph Viewer
provides an extended set
of functionalities to interact
with graph visualizations

visual feature selection High Visual charts and statistics
are provided for 1D Clusters,
helping the analyst under-
stand the underlying dataset
structure

analysis of feature interdepen-
dencies

Satisfactory Enabled through the cross-
feature analysis of 1D Clus-
ters and the analysis of fea-
tures coalitions for MDClus-
ters

suitability to represent very
large and complex networks

High More scalable visualiza-
tions are provided besides
the Graph-based viewer
(Treemap-based viewer,
Chord diagram, Matrix
visualizations)

visual exploration at varying
levels of detail

High All visualizations can be gen-
erated at two different levels:
prototype or event level

understanding of complex fea-
ture relationships (interactiv-
ity & sense-making)

Very high The interactive visualizations
tools, combined with the vi-
sual charts and dynamic plot-
ting tools, enable the analyst
to comprehend the root causes
of MDC creation in much less
time than before

System in-
tegration

integration of remote API’s
(e.g., REST, WAPI)

High WAPI v2 provides a REST-
ful interface and has been in-
tegrated in the framework

provide interfaces for the tight
coupling of software modules

High Standard interfaces and pro-
tocols have been successfully
used to provide a robust and
efficient integration of all com-
ponents
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